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Fixing a TRS-80 or Osborne Power
Supply
Michael Lohmeyer

I have seen this on TRS-80
and Osborne computers, but
this applies to many older
computer power supplies. You
turn the power on one day,
and noxious smoke comes
out of your vintage pride and
joy.
Fear not, most likely it is just
the power supply input cap,
what is referred to as the X
cap. These are metalized
polyester film caps and like
many capacitors, they have a
limited life before they blow
in spectacular fashion. The
good news is, your power
supply is probably OK. The
cap did not blow because of a
problem with the power
supply. It blew because the
cap was just old. Replace the
cap, and the problem is solved.
The picture above shows examples of these caps. All six capacitors in the
picture are bad, but only the two large caps at the bottom of the picture
actually blew. The smaller caps are getting ready to blow as shown by
the bulging or cracked cases.
TRS-80 Model III, 4, 4P, and Osborne computers typically use one or
more Astec power supplies. Two different Astec power supplies are shown
on the next page, the upper picture with a blown cap and the lower
pictures with a cap that is close to blowing. Note the cracks in the plastic
case on the cap that is about to blow. The caps are marked with red
arrows. The blown cap is marked with the yellow arrow. It is typically the
larger cap that blows.

To fix the power supply, all you need is a replacement cap, and a
soldering iron. The hard part, however, is finding the replacement cap.
These are special UL listed AC voltage X caps. The X has special meaning
for UL and fire safety. So if you replace them, make sure you get the
right type of cap. The specific features you are looking for are:
For the large cap:
0.1uF, 275VAC, X2 (or X1 300V will work)
For the small cap:
0.01uF, 275VAC, X2 (or X1 300V will work)
These will almost always be some form of metalized polyester or plastic
film capacitor. There are many types and sizes, but the specs above are
the critical things to look for. Getting the same dimensions is preferred,
but not absolutely required.
Note it's 275VAC, not VDC. The capacitors are specifically rated for 50
and 60 Hz AC power supplies. That is why they are called X caps.
For my power supplies, I bought some Evox-RIFA 0.1uF X2 caps (RIFA
PME271M610M) from Allied Electronics for the larger cap, and RIFA
0.01uF caps for the smaller caps. Unfortunately, Allied doesn't list the
0.1uF cap anymore. They have the smaller cap, though.
Here are some alternatives sources that should work.
0.1uF, 275VAC, X2 cap
Kemet - http://uk.mouser.com
Evox-Rifa - http://uk.farnell.com
Kemet - http://digikey.com
0.01uF, 275VAC, X2 cap
Kemet - http://uk.mouser.com
Kemet - http://digikey.com
Evox-Rifa - http://ex-en.alliedelec.com
The datasheet for the Evox-RIFA PME271 Series capacitors follows on the
next pages. I have highlighted the two caps.
Other X type caps with similar specs should work, even if they are
physically a different size, but the above listed caps are exact
replacements.

I changed the INPUTA to A=RND(5) and set the program running in a continuous loop for over
30,000 times. The average ‘correct’ answer seemed to come out at 19% +/- 1%, so you DO have
a 1 in 5 chance of just guessing the correct number!!
ED

IN MAV'S FreHD WORKSHOP
by Ian Mavric
A CHEAP, NEAT BOX FOR YOUR FreHD
FreHD is sold as either a fully assembled PCB (Kit C) or a plain PCB (Kit
A) or with some essential parts (Kit B). In the tradition of the electronics
hobbyist of the past, it comes with no enclosure, leaving the end-user to
decide how they want to mount their FreHDs. Some people just use it as
a bare PCB sitting on their table or on their computers, others devise
ways of mounting them inside their TRS-80s, and others install them in
various enclosures, or in whatever re-purposed box they have lying
around. And the same can be said for the MISE and Cheapo-IDE
alternative mass-storage devices for the TRS-80, they are also sold PCBs
where it's up to the end-user to decide if or how they want to installed it
in a computer, a box, or exposed on the table.
Today I'll describe how to build a small, cheap box using readily available
parts. I'm going to be selling them on my web site soon for $30 but you
can buy the parts yourself and make it for less:

Parts List:
1x Instrument Enclosure - 140 x 110 x 35mm - Cat. No. HB5970 $5.95
1x Rubber Feet (Pk of 4) Cat. No. HP0815 $2.50
1 x M3 10mm screws (Pk of 25) Cat. No. HP0403 $3.00
1x M3 nuts (Pk of 25) Cat. No. HP0425 $2.95
1 x 6mm Untapped Metal Spacers (Pk of 8) Cat. No. HP0860 $3.65
Total cost is $18.05 and it takes me about half an hour to finish the job,
hence my web site price of $30.
SCREWS ON TOP OR SCREWS ON BOTTOM?
The clamshell design of the enclosure means you have a two screws
holding the box together, and normally the screws would face down
leaving a neat clean top. However I have a case (pardon the pun) for
putting the screws on the top - in essence, building the case upside
down:
With the box closed, the power cable is very easy to plug in, but the data
cable is not. Unless your fingers are under 0.5cm thick the top needs to
come off the enclosure to plug in the data cable. Also to change the
battery you also need to remove the top. To do so, you turn the box
over, undo the two screws, turn it back over, lift the top and plug/unplug
cables or replace the battery. Then to close it, flip it over again, fit the
screws and finally turn the enclosure over once more before you use it.
Each time risking scratching/marking the box. If the screws are on top
you just undo them, lift the top, do what you need to do, lid back on and
screw it down. The whole time the unit sits steadily on its rubber feet.
The choice is yours.
MOUTNING FreHD INTO THE BOX
The box has 8 moulded posts in it to mount a PCB and we aren't going to
use any of them. Cut off the four posts in the picture below. Number 4
is important because fitting the power connector to FreHD can be difficult
if its still in place.
Next I place the FreHD on the base to the left side with the front up
against what will be the black plastic front panel. I use a 3mm drill
through each of the 4 mounting holes in the FreHD to mark on the base
where it will be mounted. I then drill the holes out with a 4mm drill.
This extra amount of movement allows minor adjustments in the
positioning of FreHD in relation to the front and the left side. Mount
FreHD with the screws, spacers and nuts.

CUT THE FRONT PANEL
I looked into ways to cut the black front panel so it has slit for the SD card, and
drill holes for the LEDs which would then need to be unsoldered and put on little
wires, or replaced with LEDs with longer legs. Doable but fiddly.
Most people just want access to the SD card slot and to be able to see the LEDs,
so I found if you just cut a 67mm x 11mm rectangle out of the lower corner,
you can access the SD slot and see the LEDs clearly, without compromising the
integrity of the black front panel. See picture:

FINISHING OFF
Plug in your cables, install a fresh CR-2032 battery, flip the unit over, screw the
lid down, stick the rubber feet to each corner, flip it back over and you are
done.
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores
and collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He live
with his wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia.

LOOKING FOR FAST,
INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS
STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80
MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D?
The amazing

"FreHD"

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive!
-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5)
-Uses SD card for storage medium
-Bonus free Real Time Clock function!
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia
-Kit form or fully assembled
Order yours today:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/emulator

Business Time with Kev
Kevin Parker
Well having read Ian’s article on the resurrection of my Model 16b it’s a
pretty hard act to follow – what do I write about in the wake of such a
great story?
I had confidence that it would run because it seemed to have led a
charmed life compared to my other 8” machine but I wasn’t so sure on
how well so I’m very, very grateful for Ian’s efforts. For me it was a nobrainer. Ian contacted me because he wanted an 8” machine to test
FreHD (http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/emulator).
There’s not a lot to discuss here – people like Ian keep our hobby alive
through their effort, innovation and support like this so it behoves all of
us to support projects like FreHD.
When Ian spoke to me I knew the machine had never been powered up
for as long as I had it – even when I first got it I didn’t power it up so my
guess is it hadn’t run for 12 to 15 years or thereabouts.
It was a safe bet that the caps might be an issue and in fact I opened it
and sent some photos to Ian of the internals prior to delivering it to him.
So I was happy to help Ian if he could help me by doing a pre-emptive
strike on the power supplies (plural).

The above two photos shows the MIII power supply that powers the
drives before (left) and after (right) – you can see one of the popped
caps at the top of the PCB in the left hand photo and the relaced (yellow)
caps in the right hand photo.

Above is a better view of the internals. The main power supply sits under
the large fan you can see in the middle of the photo. The caps on this
didn’t seem too bad but should still be replaced.

The above photo is the main power supply before (left) and then there’s
the post repair shot (right).
When I saw the photos of it booted on a floppy I was gobsmacked. It’s a
shame the HDD is cactus but beggars can’t be choosers – but then again
that’s what FreHD is for! With the machine being in relatively good
condition I was hoping the HDD would be viable and this could in turn,
assuming something was still on it, tell us a bit about the machine’s
history but alas it was not to be.

Many thanks Ian for your great work!!!
For those who may have a faint interest in how the ongoing saga of my
shed is going I am making major inroads and now I can actually get in
there. The right side of the shed is now completely clear but this photo
shows the left hand side now in much better shape, which I suspect will
be of much more interest to readers of this newsletter unless you like
C64’s, TI99/4A’s, Amiga’s and a few others. Under the wraps you’ll see a
few familiar shapes (TRS-80’s only allowed down the left side) and the
shelves at the back have familiar coloured binders in them – most of that
is 8” software. The 8” machine down the back is the second one I
introduced in TRS8BIT (the Model 12 that had been converted to a Model
16) – I finally found the keyboard. At the time of writing this article the
Model 16b was at Ian’s getting recapped which has given rise to both his
and my articles for this issue of TRS8BIT.
Computer magazines have turned out to be a huge problem, but a very
nice problem to have. My guess is I have several hundred, but
surprisingly not that many TRS-80 related ones. Despite all the wonderful
in-built shelving I’ve had to construct a set of shelves for magazines only.
Fortunately the height of the shed has given me plenty of upward space
but it’s already full and I’ve found three more boxes of magazines while
looking for preserving jar lids and clips (please don’t ask).

For those with a very keen eye down in the far left corner (left side of the
Model 16) you’ll see a CoCo 2. It’s in pristine condition – I got it from a
work colleague who bought it new, used it very little for 18 months to
experiment with programming and then packed it away and never got it
out again – another good rescue. I could go on about stories how I got
some of these machines but I might stop there and save it for a later
article.

Kevin Parker
kevin.parker@trs-80.computer
Kevin is a web specialist and ColdFusion
developer who is very eclectic in his interests
in classic computers but has a particularly
large weakness for TRS-80’s and black IBMs.
He lives in Victoria, Australia with his
collection!

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP
by Ian Mavric
KEVIN PARKER'S1 MODEL 16B

The FreHD team have been asked on numerous occasions about whether
we will make the device compatible with the TRS-80 business line of
computers. It's always something which I've had in the back of my
mind, but the lack of a suitable test machine to work on and a way to
connect FreHD to the machine, meant the project was going to take
some time to get started. Internet research turned up a eureka moment
when it was discovered that Tandy made a hard disk controller for the
Model II/12/16/16B/6000 (we'll call it the 8in series from now on) which
allowed connection of a 15Meg TRS-80 hard drive. This was done so that
rather than producing two different lines of hard drives for the Model
III/4 and the 8in computers, just sell one hard drive and make a controller which connects to the same 50-pin bus on the hard drive. Essentially
it adds a Model III/4 50-pin I/O bus to an 8in computer, and since the
FreHD emulates the type of drive this card was designed for, in theory
FreHD should just plug in and work. (This will form the basis for a future
article.)

THE ELUSIVE TYPE 2 HARD DISK CONTROLLER
A few years ago a great web site by F.J Kraan2 described all the cards
available for the Model II microcomputer, as well as handy pictures. It
was decided that the Type 2 HDC was needed for FreHD testing to commence, but they were so rare it took until November 2014 to find one. It
showed up on eBay and was duly snapped up.

Picture: Type 2 Hard Disk Controller
JUST THE COMPUTER TO GO
Believe it or not, I don't own any 8in TRS-80s at the moment. I have
had them over the years but horse-traded them as they were too different from my main focus machines the I/III/4 and Cocos - or more likely I
just needed the money at the time and people made me an offer I couldn't refuse..
While waiting for one to come up on eBay in the USA, a thought came to
mind that Kevin Parker's fantastic computer workshop was nearing completion and that he had his Model 12 and 16B in need of TLC, and that a
working machine would be the icing on the cake for his new workshop. A
few phone calls later a deal was made where I'd loan his Model 16B, restore it to working state, and do my test work on the FreHD until a machine for myself turns up in the States (which it did, in December, expected delivery to me in March).

KEVIN PARKER'S MODEL 16B
Your can read Kev's history of the machine and why it has been laid up
for so long elsewhere, but the story of its restoration starts here, when
Kev dropped by with the machine, and it's matching keyboard. It had
never had power applied since he'd acquired it, the reason for the decommissioning of the computer being an explosion in the power supply
(PSU).
Lifting the lid on the 16B I noticed it has two PSUs: a large one for the
computer itself and a smaller one which powers the internal hard drive
which was fitted to his computer. (16Bs3 were available in 3 flavours: 1disk (26-6004), 2-disk (26-6005) , or 1-disk with internal hard disk (266006) however Kev's is a 26-6004 upgraded with hard disk kit 26-4154
which turned his machine into a 26-6006.) Both power supplies are
made by Astec, and like all other 1980s Astec supplies, had those foil-inoil Rifa mains filter capacitors and sure enough, one had blown. Other
than the Rifa caps, I have found Astec supplies to be very reliable and
hoped that if I just replaced the Rifa caps the power supply would work
again. A capacitor set was obtained from fellow-collector extraordinaire
John Benson in Lismore, NSW, and the PSU carefully cleaned and reinstalled in the computer. I unplugged everything not needed (disk
drive, 68K board, memory expansion board) hit the power button and it
fired into life, happily displaying "INSERT DISKETTE" in sharp, green
phosphor:

Picture: INSERT DISKETTE screen - a good sign

ADD IN THE DISK DRIVE
I had a good feeling that the disk drive would be OK, but to be on the
safe side I opened it and cleaned the heads with a Q-tip and isopropyl alcohol and checked the drive belt was still taught with no slippage. Being
a hard disk based computer, most of the time it was working it would be
running off the hard drive, not unlike a modern PC, so the floppy drive
should not have had a hard, arduous life in this computer. I was pleased
when I plugged it in and it didn't make any strange noises and seemed to
step its head competently.
Previously my old mate John Benson had sent me some disks to get me
started so I grabbed a DOSPLUS disk, inserted it and on the first attempt, booted to the DOSPLUS masthead. I tried all the other disks John
sent me which included LS-DOS and TRSDOS II and they all booted up,
so it looked like we were onto a winner with this computer.
KEYBOARD WAS ALWAYS GOING TO BE A PROBLEM
It's well established that the Key Tronic keyboards as supplied on TRS-80
8in systems have a weakness in the design whereby each key has a foam
pad underneath it which loses its elasticity over the years and eventually
breaks down altogether and the key no longer works. It happens to all
keyboards and there is no way to store them and have the foam pads
live. Key Tronic just didn't envisage that people would still be using them
30 years after being made. This is not just a problem with the TRS-80s,
it also presents itself on other systems with high-end keyboards like the
Apple Lisa, the Processor Technology SOL-20, and the Sun Microsystems
Type-4 keyboard.
Kev's keyboard was in excellent physical and un-yellowed condition and I
was surprised to be able to type in the date and time, as well as DIR and
DEVICE and all seemed good. Then disaster hit, the Space bar didn't
work. Of all keys not to work! Fortunately, eBayer Emesstec4 in Germany makes a repair kit for these keyboards which replaces all the foam
pads with new ones. I placed my order and around 2 weeks later they
arrived.
Emesstec's kit comprises of foam pads which has adhesive on each end
and the idea is that you carefully remove the aluminium pad and the
plastic disc from the old deteriorated foam, clean them off and then stick
them to the new foam pad. Care must be taken not to damage or lose
the aluminium pad. First you need to clear away all traces of the old
foam, which turns out to be pretty easy because the old foam is practically dust. If done properly you can do one key in 3-5 minutes, and the
keyboard comprises of 82 keys... it takes some time (4-7 hours typically)
to complete the whole keyboard.

Admittedly I was slightly sceptical that the job would be a success, but it
was finally completed and yes the keyboard does now work properly.
Emesstec's kit comes with 100 foam pads so even if you ruin a couple in
the process - as I did - you have some spares on hand.

Picture: a restored Key Tronic key plunger with new foam pad
So thumbs-up for Emesstec's kit, it does do what it says it will do, it's not
overly pricey and if you are patient and work methodically, you will have
a reliable keyboard which should last the next 20 years.
HARD DRIVE WAS A BUST
The last item I wanted to bring online on Kev's 16B was the internal hard
drive, which is our old favourite the Tandon TM503, a 15Meg MFM hard
drive which I have written about before5. They are getting long in the
tooth now and it was going to be a miracle if it still worked... even more
so because shining a torch on the drive I could see the g-force sensor
had turned red meaning the drive/computer had been subject to a significant drop in its life, crashing the heads against the platters.

Nothing ventured nothing gained, I plugged the drive in and powered up
the computer. The hard drive screeched into life but it was obvious
something was very wrong with the drive, the screeching being the heads
dragging on the platters. It was junk.
Without a hard disk you can't proceed to use Xenix, which is the operating system which utilises the 68000 CPU and expanded 768K of memory,
so this was the extent to which I was able to restore a running computer
for Kevin.
CONCLUSION
What will be returned to Mortlake will be a working Model 16B with Z80
CPU and 64K memory, backwardly compatible with the Model 12 and
Model II. Sometime in the foreseeable future should be a working FreHD
on this system, which will enable Kevin to further explore and support
the 8in systems in his capacity to provide web site with resources for
these great old computers.
NEXT TIME: The restoration of Kevin's Model 12 Microcomputer.
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com
References:
1. http://www.trs-80.computer/
2. http://electrickery.xs4all.nl/comp/trs80m2/ModelIIBusCardZoo.html
3. Tandy Electronics Computer Catalogue RSC 10, September 1983, pp.
8-17.
4. http://www.ebay.com.au/itm/121266887970
5. TRS8Bit, Vol 6, Issue 4, December 2012, pp. 8-14.

The Dr. Who Competition
George Phillips
Around June of 2014 Dusty kicked off a Doctor Who intro contest (http://
www.trs-80.org.uk/Tandy_Page_5x.html) to see who could write a TRS80 program that best plays any Doctor Who title sequence. The contest
was open to all models of TRS-80 which is quite a range, but for me the
Model I/III/4 line was a given due to my long experience with it. The 4th
Doctor's (Tom Baker) intro was my only choice. In the 70's I went to
England with my parents. I'd never seen Doctor Who in Canada, but our
cousin was a fan and we watched a few episodes together. I don't
remember a thing about the episodes but the title sequence stuck with
me. The visuals were cool and who can forget the wonderful theme
music?
After considerable effort, I came up with a technique for streaming audio
and video off floppy disks. It looks something like this:

Or you can watch the video on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBDOQKtwG3E
The video is 112 x 48 pixels at 25 FPS with 1 bit 31250 Hz audio. The
movie data is 694 KB spread across 4 diskettes. Playback starts with a
floppy in each drive and I have to put in the other two diskettes as the
movie plays at about 7 second intervals. Oddly enough, this diskette
swapping caught many viewer's interest.
I've included a listing of the movie playing program. It has been
extensively commented so I hope its operation can be deciphered by
motivated readers. If you crave more detail I think you'll get your fill and
then some at my web page:
http://members.shaw.ca/gp2000/drwho.html

Program Listing
;
; play3.z - dual task audio/video streaming from diskette
;
; Author: George Phillips
;
; This program can play back a short movie from several floppy diskettes.
; It outputs both video and audio and is known to handle 30 second clips.
; Playback time is theoretically unlimited as long as you're OK with
; constantly swapping floppies.
;
; Requires a TRS-80 Model 4 with 64 KB of no wait state RAM and dual floppies.
; These limitations could be checked but are not.
;
; The program will wait for a key to be pressed before beginning. The user
; must have the first two data disks in the floppy drives and ready. Once
; the light on the first drive light goes off the 3rd disk should be inserted.
; And the 4th disk when the second drive light goes off. And so on if more
; floppies are needed.
;
; On any error the program jumps to 'err;' which displays a single '!' in
; the top left corner. Anyone modifying the program would do well to add
; register dumps at that point to assist debugging.
;
; There are two threads of control. The disk thread reads data from
; the floppies and puts it into a ring buffer. The output thread reads
; data from the ring buffer and outputs the video and audio. The two
; threads are rate matched so only a small amount of buffering is needed
; to cover the times when the disk thread is switching between tracks or
; across floppies. The rate matching is not perfect so that will ultimately
; limit how long the streaming can continue without problem.
;
; The threads are run in lockstep with each getting a fixed portion of a
; 128 cycle steps. A pre-built stack allows the output thread to pass
; control to the disk thread using the 'RET' instruction. The disk thread
; passes control to the output thread using 'JP (HL)'. The disk thread
; moves to its next step automatically but can jump to other steps by loading
; the stack pointer. The output thread must load HL with a new value to
; choose a different step. Both use unrolling to save time and keep the
; coding simpler. The program itself is small but uses up considerable
; space as it unpacks this unrolled program code.
;
; The output thread has BC, DE and AF' for its use. The disk thread can use
; BC', DE' and HL'. Both may use AF but only within a step as the other
; thread may change it. IX and IY are unused.
;
; The 128 cycle step was chosen because floppy disk bytes arrive every
; 129.76 cycles. When reading bytes from the floppy the timing will be
; fixed by the floppy data rate as the Z-80 will be forced to wait until
; the data is ready. During disk seeks and such the timing is maintained
; by ensuring the disk and output threads always use exactly their allotted
; time quanta. Each step is padded with otherwise useless instructions
; in order to meet this restriction. Macros and assert statements are used
; extensively enforce these rules and ease the programming burden.
; The latest version of zmac is needed and recommended to assemble:
;
http://members.shaw.ca/gp2000/zmac.html
;
; The disk thread is given a 54 cycle quantum which leaves a 74 cycle

; quantum for the output thread.
;
; Approximate memory map:
;
; $0800 - $37ff 12 KB "ret" stack for disk thread
; $4000 - $7aff 14.5 KB unrolled code for output thread
; $7b00 - $7fff Main program startup code
; $8000 - $ffff 8 KB ring buffer for disk data
;
;
;

1 byte audio, 7 bytes video - basic movie unit

stack equ
audvid equ
ring equ

$3800
$4000
$8000

; end of ~ 12 K for ret-controlled disk thread
; unrolled audio/video display code (output thread)
; start of 32 KB disk input ring buffer

; Hard coded parameters from movie generator.
audblk equ
4
; 64 bit (8 byte) audio blocks per frame
tdatln equ
5156 ; data bytes per track
framcnt equ
684
; frames in movie
numdsk equ
4
; diskettes to read
org
proglow:

$7b00

; -------------------- Disk Thread -------------------------;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

Various macros for construction of each step in the thread.
Ultimately the "ret" stack is an array of addresses of each step to use
in sequence. To speed loading this "ret" stack is assembled as
run-length encoded (RLE) data. A control word with the high bit ($8000)
set uses the lower 15 bits to record twice the number of times the
following word is repeated. All the other control words indicate the
length of literal data to copy onto the "ret" stack.
The RLE data for the "ret" stack is appended on to the end of the program
assembly. The macros will ORG to the program end, add some RLE data
and then ORG back to where assembly is happening.

dskqnt equ

54

; Disk thread quantum

; Fail assembly if the current cycle count is not exactly the disk quantum
dq_check macro
quant defl t($)
assert quant == dskqnt
endm
; Working variables to track the construction of the disk thread stack.
stpnum defl 0
; size of "ret" stack
stpbase defl stack_init
; pointer to literal data size count
stporg defl stack_init+2 ; where to store next step address in block
stpcnt defl 0
; number of steps in literal block
; Macro for starting the next step in the disk thread. The step is called
; <name> and stpoff_<name> is defined to record the step number. It adds
; the state to the current block of literal data under construction.

step macro name
stpoff_`name defl stpnum
; remember step number for goto
stpnum defl stpnum+2
; "ret" stack has another entry
stpcnt defl stpcnt+1
; one more step in the current literal block
sett 0
; reset zmac's cycle counter
name:
; label the step
org
stporg
; record address of step in RLE data
dw
name
stporg defl $
; update RLE data pointer
org
name
; go back to where we were assembling
endm
; End the current block of literal data.
endlit macro
assert stpcnt > 0
tmp
defl $
org
stpbase
dw
stpcnt*2
org
tmp
stpcnt defl 0
stpbase defl stporg
stporg defl stporg+2
endm

; fail if no steps in literal block
; remember where we are
; record size of literal block
; return to assembling where we were
; no steps in literal data
; get ready for next
; RLE data record

; Reuse a step. The current step in the disk thread does not require new
; code but simply repeats a previously generated step. No extra code is
; assembled, but the "ret" stack still grows by "count" words.
reuse

macro name,count
endlit
tmp
defl $
org
stpbase
; directly emit
dw
$8000|((count)*2) ; 1 or more repeats
dw
name
; of step 'name'
stpnum defl stpnum+(count)*2
; record "ret" stack size growth
stpbase defl $
stporg defl $+2
org
tmp
endm

; get ready for next
; RLE data record
; as you were

; Load the stack pointer so that the next step will be the one given.
; "goto" is a little misleading as it doesn't immediately transfer control
; but instead means control will transfer to "name" when the output thread
; returns back to the disk thread.
goto macro name
ld
sp,stack_top+stpoff_`name
endm
;
;
;
;
;
;

Helper macros to get the timing right for conditional jumps. The tricky bit
is that each branch of a conditional jump must end up using the same number
of cycles. "baljp" records the number of cycles used in the current step.
"tail" is used to record the cycles used if the conditional jump is not
taken. Then "tail_check" is called after the code at "label" to ensure that
the cycle count is the same as the not taken case.

baljp

macro cond,label
jp
cond,label
bjt0 defl t($)
endm
tail macro name
bjt1 defl t($)
case1 defl bjt1 - bjt0
name:
endm
tail_check macro
case2 defl t($) - bjt1
assert case1 == case2
endm
; -------------------- Disk Thread -------------------------;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

Using the helper macros we can program the disk thread in a straight
line fashion. Instructions added for the purpose of padding timing
are generally commented as "balance" instructions.
The disk thread reads all the tracks from 0 to 39 off each drive in
turn until "numdsk" floppies have been read. The tracks themselves
are raw data without sector markings save for a few sync bytes at the
start followed by a 0 to indicate the start of the data.
The entire track is not read, only the first "tdatln" data bytes. This
means I don't need (and don't get to) the NMI that signals the end of
the track (though I do set it up as a vestige of original testing code).
Moreover, it is critical to data throughput. Track reads all start at
the same physical rotation of the diskette (at the index hole). Reading
an entire track would mean waiting a full rotation before the next track
could be read. Instead we read most of the track and seek to the next
one leaving enough time for the seek to happen (6 milliseconds says the
manual) and for the head to settle and be able to read data. I don't
recall any recommended time to wait for settling. Instead, the limits
were determined by experiment and even a mere 6 ms or less is enough.
I think mechanically the seeks are faster than required by the controller.
The main program sets "drive" to 0, "track" to 0, loads HL' with the
start of the ring buffer ("ring") and starts us as step "stream0".

; Prepare to read a track from drive 0.
; stream0 and strrm0a modify the track reading code to
; select drive 0 access with and without wait states as necessary.
step stream0
jp
$+3
ld
a,$81
ld
a,$81
ld
(dr0),a
ld
(dr1),a
jp
(hl)
dq_check
; remember that we fall
step strm0a

; balance
; balance
; select drive 0 with no wait states
; modify track
; reading code
; run output thread
through to the next step

ld
a,$c1
ld
a,$c1
ld
(drw0),a
ld
(drw1),a
goto stream
jp
(hl)
dq_check

; balance
; select drive 0 with wait states
; modify track
; reading code
; continue on at "step stream"
; run output thread

; Prepare to read a track from drive 1.
step stream1
jp
$+3
ld
a,$82
ld
a,$82
ld
(dr0),a
ld
(dr1),a
jp
(hl)
dq_check
; remember that we fall
step strm1a
ld
a,$c2
ld
a,$c2
ld
(drw0),a
ld
(drw1),a
goto stream
jp
(hl)
dq_check

; balance
; balance
; select drive 0 with no wait states
; modify track
; reading code
; run output thread
through to the next step
; balance
; select drive 0 with wait states
; modify track
; reading code
; continue on at "step stream"
; run output thread

; Begin streaming data from the drive selected via self-modification.
step stream
ld
a,$81
dr1
equ
$-1
out
($f4),a
; select drive with no wait states
ld
a,$08
; restore to track 0 without verify, 6 ms step
out
($f0),a
; start the disk seek to track 0
jp
$+3
; balance
nop
; balance
jp
(hl)
; run output thread (I won't say it again)
dq_check
; Disk commands require a short amount of time to pass before the
; processor will get reliable status data from the controller. This step
; does nothing but waste time and we'll be reusing it quite a bit.
step rest
jp
$+3
rept 10
nop
endm
jp
(hl)
dq_check
reuse

rest,1

; Repeat that step, so 256 cycles pass

; Some of the most painful series of steps as we wait for the seek to
; track 0 to complete and check for any errors. It'd be easier if we
; had more time to check multiple conditions at once but instead must

; break the process down into multiple steps.
step cw1
in
a,($f0)
exx
ld
b,a
exx
and
1
baljp nz,cont
goto cwechk
jp
(hl)
dq_check
tail cont
goto cw2
jp
(hl)
tail_check

; get status of "restore" command
; switch to out working errors
; save status in B'
; look at bit 0 of status
; if bit 0 set then
; restore complete, check for error next

; check for timeout

step cwechk
ld
a,0
; balance
nop
; balance
exx
ld
a,b
; get the status we saved
exx
and
~($20|4|2) ; track 0, head loaded and one other bit
call nz,err
; are expected/don't care, otherwise error!
goto nxttrk
; All OK, then start reading the track
jp
(hl)
dq_check
step cw2
exx
bit
7,b
call nz,err
ld
bc,$f3
exx
nop
goto cw1
jp
(hl)
dq_check

; Did the restore operation time out?
; Yes, too bad.
; Set data port ahead of time (and balance!)
; balance
; No timeout, keep polling the status

; At this point either a restore or a track seek has completed.
; Therefore we issue the track read command.
step nxttrk
jp
$+3
nop
ld
a,$e8
out
($f0),a
ld
a,$80
out
($e4),a
jp
(hl)
dq_check
;
;
;
;

; balance
; balance
; read track, no settle
; allow NMI

Wait for the track read start sending data.
No checking for errors when waiting for data. Bit hard to
get it fitting without using AF' and it occurs to me that
I can't really afford missing a second step.

step wtdat
in
a,($f0)
bit
1,a
baljp nz,havdat
ld
a,0
nop
goto wtdat
jp
(hl)
dq_check
tail havdat
in
a,($f3)
goto sync
jp
(hl)
tail_check

; get status
; any data yet?
; yes, go read it
; balance
; balance
; no, keep waiting

; get data (balances 'ld a,0; nop')

; Since we're pulling data, we don't have to balance, just hit the minimum.
step sync
ld
a,$c1
; drive select, with waits
drw0 equ
$-1
out
($f4),a
in
a,($f3)
; Waits until track data is ready
or
a
jr
z,synced
; if taken we lose 7, gain 10 so will be OK
goto sync
; No zero byte? Keep looking for it.
synced: jp
(hl)
dq_check
;
;
;
;
;

Now we have the track data to read and place into the ring buffer.
Disk data is coming so fast we much process a byte every step. Thus
the cycle count for this step defines the disk thread quantum. The faster
the better to give more time for processing graphics and video data in
the output thread.

step dskbyt
exx
ld
a,$c1
drw1 equ
$-1
out
($f4),a
ini
set
7,h
exx
jp
(hl)
dq_check
reuse

; Keep telling the drive we want to wait.
; Put byte from disk into ring buffer
; Keep HL in the ring (i.e., $8000 - $ffff)
; doesn't have to be equal, but it is our basis

dskbyt,tdatln-1 ; repeat byte reads for the rest of the track

; We've read enough of the data. Stop NMI and wait states.
step datend
ld
a,(0)
; balance
nop
; balance
xor
a
out
($e4),a
; turn off NMI
ld
a,$81
dr0
equ
$-1
out
($f4),a
; turn off wait states (prob. not needed)
jp
(hl)
dq_check

; The track read is still
step cancmd
jp
$+3
jp
$+3
nop
nop
nop
ld
a,$d0
out
($f0),a
jp
(hl)
dq_check

active so cancel it.
; balance
; balance
; balance
; balance
; balance
; terminate any commands in progress

; The disk controller requires quite a long time before it will be
; willing to accept new commands.
reuse rest,26
; long wait (wasting stack)
; Now some pretty straightforward code to increment the track and determine
; if we should seek to a new track or move on to the next diskette.
step trk1
ld
a,(0)
; balance
ld
a,(0)
; balance
ld
a,0
; cute trick to save a few cycles
track equ
$-1
; "track" is stored in the code.
inc
a
ld
(track),a
; track++ and, oops, out of time!
jp
(hl)
dq_check
step trk2
jp
$+3
ld
a,(track)
cp
40
baljp c,trkok
goto dsknxt
jp
(hl)
dq_check
tail trkok
goto seek
jp
(hl)
tail_check

; balance
; at the end of the disk
; yes? move to the next drive

; no? head off to seek to next track

; We've just finished reading an entire diskette. Reset some variables
; and figure out which drive to start reading next (or stop).
step dsknxt
ld
a,r
; balance
xor
a
ld
(track),a
; set track counter back to 0
ld
a,0
drive equ
$-1
inc
a
ld
(drive),a
; drive++ and, oops, out of time!
jp
(hl)
dq_check
step dn2
jp
$+3

; balance

ld
a,(drive)
cp
numdsk
baljp c,dskok
goto drain
jp
(hl)
dq_check
tail dskok
goto seldsk
jp
(hl)
tail_check
step seldsk
jp
$+3
ld
a,(drive)
and
1
baljp z,sel0
goto stream1
jp
(hl)
dq_check
tail sel0
goto stream0
jp
(hl)
tail_check
;
;
;
;
;
;

; Have we read all the diskettes?
; Yes? We can rest easy.

; No, figure out which drive next

; balance
; disk number mod 2 is the drive to read
; == 1 then go read drive 1

; == 0 then go read drive 0

Issue command to seek to the next track. If you've read the rest then
the drill should be well known by now. Send command, wait, wait for
ready and check for errors.
In other words, the "restore" sequence was so commented that I'll not
say too much here.
step seek
nop
nop
ld
a,(track)
out
($f3),a
ld
a,$18
out
($f0),a
jp
(hl)
dq_check
reuse

rest,2

step cs1
in
a,($f0)
exx
ld
b,a
exx
and
1
baljp nz,cont1
goto csechk
jp
(hl)
dq_check
tail cont1
goto cs2
jp
(hl)
tail_check

; balance
; balance
; set track to seek to
; seek, motor on, no verify

; short delay

; Ready? Then go check for errors.
; Not Ready? Then go check for timeout.

step csechk
ld
a,0
nop
exx
ld
a,b
exx
and
~$20
call nz,err
goto nxttrk
jp
(hl)
dq_check
step cs2
jp
$+3
nop
exx
bit
7,b
exx
call nz,err
goto cs1
jp
(hl)
dq_check

; balance
; balance

; Ignore "head loaded" bit.
; Anything else set is an error.
; Otherwise we're ready to read the track

; balance
; balance

; Error if command timed out.

; We've read all the data required. Nothing for us to do but use up
; our time quantum. The output thread is responsible for deciding when
; all the data has been processed.
step drain
jp
$+3
jp
$+3
jp
$+3
jp
$+3
goto drain
jp
(hl)
dq_check
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

;
;
;
;

balance
balance
balance
balance

Now a bit of bookkeeping. A call to "endlit" to finish the last block
of literal RLE data. Then lay down a 0 control record to mark the
end of the RLE data stream. And do an assert to ensure we are not
assembling code into the ring buffer. Which, actually, could be
survivable but we unpack the data on each run to keep things simple.
Besides, if an error occurs it uses "call" which will wipe out a bit
of the "ret" stack.

tmp

endlit
defl
org
dw
assert
org

; finish last set of literals
$
stpbase
0
; emit 0 length to end run-length encoding
$ <= ring
tmp

; -------------------- Output Thread -------------------------; The output thread must first wait for the ring buffer to fill up so
; that is does not overrun the disk data. Then it just displays frames
; until it has done "framcnt" and that's it. The biggest requirement is

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

sending an audio bit each step. With approximately 128 cycles per step
that gives an audio bit rate of 31250 Hz. Given the quality of one bit
audio there wouldn't be terrible harm in missing the odd step. On the
other hand, it is very easy to generate audio artifacts and a systematic
skip could easily generate a nasty 25 Hz buzz.
The main program initializes BC to the top left of the display area,
DE to the start of the ring buffer and "frame" to "framecnt" and starts
at "fillwt".
The threading overhead isn't as complicated as the disk thread. We
just "RET" to pass control to the disk thread and "LD HL,code" to set
the next output thread step to execute. The main complication comes
in the unrolling of the code. There isn't enough time to maintain
loop counters. Instead we make copies of each step and link them
together by modifying "LD HL,nn" instructions. By following the
convention of putting "LD HL,nn; ret" as the last instructions in each
step the unrolling code always knows where to place the links.
The movie data format is organized into two types of 8 byte blocks.
A graphics block has 7 graphics characters followed by one byte
(8 samples) of audio and. An audio block is 8 bytes (64 samples)
of audio. A frame consists of 64 graphics blocks followed by "audblk"
audio blocks (as determined by the data converter). The graphics
characters are arranged into a 56 x 16 array centered 64 x 16 text
mode for a resolution of 112 x 48. Timing is driven by the program
and works out to about 24.4 frames/second.
A block size of 8 divides our ring buffer size. And the blocks all
end in an audio byte. The means that the ring buffer pointer DE only
needs to be forced into the ring when we read an audio byte. And 8
also divides 256 so when reading a graphics byte we only have to
increment E and not DE saving 2 more cycles.

shwqnt equ

128-dskqnt

; Output thread quantum

; Use this macro at the end of a step to ensure the time taken is
; exactly that allocated to output thread steps.
sq_check macro
quant defl t($)
assert quant == shwqnt
endm
; When we write to video we must leave 4 cycles free as a video write
; in 64x16 mode may incur as many as 4 wait states. Any output thread
; step that writes to the screen uses this macro to ensure the time
; taken is the output thread quantum less the 4 cycles.
vwq_check macro
quant defl t($)
assert quant == shwqnt - 4
endm
; Wait until the ring buffer is mostly full ($6000 bytes, currently).
sett 0
fillwt: ld
a,(0)
; balance
jr
$+2
; balance
exx

ld
a,h
; peek at disk streaming pointer (HL')
exx
cp
high(ring + $6000)
baljp c,notyet
ld
hl,audvid
; move on to audio/video output
ret
; let the disk thread run
sq_check
tail notyet
; not enough bytes, continue waiting
ld
hl,fillwt
; unnecessary, but for balance
ret
; let the disk thread run
tail_check
;
;
;
;
;
;

Code to read and display a graphics character.
Now that we have finished waiting each step must output a sound sample.
And these bits of code are copied to create unrolled code linked together
by changing address loaded by the "LD HL," instruction near to end.
This is the most repeated step (56 * 16 == 896 times) so its size
largely determines the size of the unrolled output thread code.
sett 0
vidbyt: ex
af,af'
; get audio samples
rrca
; move to next 1 bit sample
out
($90),a
; output audio bit
ex
af,af'
; save audio samples
ld
a,(de)
; get graphics byte
inc
e
; we know E is never == 255
ld
(bc),a
; write graphics to screen
inc
c
; also C is never == 255
ret
z
; balance (C cannot be 0)
ld
hl,0
ret
vwq_check
vidbyt_len equ $ - vidbyt
; Code for reading the audio byte at the end of a graphics block.
; With no graphics to update we have plenty of time to do a fully
; general increment and modulus of the ring buffer pointer.
sett 0
audbyt: ld
a,(de)
; get data byte
inc
de
; move to next position in ring
set
7,d
; keep DE in ring ($8000 - $ffff)
out
($90),a
; output audio bit
ex
af,af'
; save it in AF'
ld
l,(hl)
; balance
add
hl,hl
; balance
ld
hl,0
; link to next step in unrolling
ret
; switch to disk thread
sq_check
audbyt_len equ $ - audbyt
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

The last byte in a block is always audio. In a few cases special
processing is required. At the end of a line (after 8 graphics blocks)
we must load BC with the start of the next line. The very last
audio byte of the audio blocks must load BC with the top of the
screen. And the last audio byte after the end of graphics data for
the frame must load BC with loop counters so that the audio blocks
can be output efficiently without having to unroll code for each
audio bit.

; In short, sometimes we need to load a new audio byte and load BC
; with something. This macro provides for that case.
m_audlbc macro bcval,next
ld
a,(de)
inc
de
set
7,d
out
($90),a
ex
af,af'
bit
0,a
; balance
ld
bc,bcval
ld
hl,next
ret
endm
; Instantiate the BC loading variant of reading an audio byte for
; use by the unrolling code.
sett 0
audlbc: m_audlbc 0,0
sq_check
audlbc_len equ $ - audlbc
;
;
;
;
;
;

Instead of unrolling code for each audio bit in the audio blocks
we go to the trouble of running a loop over 6 of the bits in each
audio byte and over the audio bytes themselves. B is used as the
bit counter, C as the byte counter. The branches involved are
always a bit painful to get right but the savings in unrolled code
size is worth it.

; Output the first bit in an audio byte and load B with 6 so the
; next 6 bits of the byte are output with a loop.
audb7 macro
sett 0
ex
af,af'
rrca
out
($90),a
ex
af,af'
ld
b,6
ld
l,(hl)
inc
hl
add
hl,hl
ld
hl,$+4
ret
sq_check
endm

; remaining bits
; balance
; balance
; balance

; Output an audio sample and loop on B. If B != 0 then we repeat this
; step otherwise we move on to the next.
audblp macro
local tobyt,me
sett 0
me:
ex
af,af'
rrca
out
($90),a
ex
af,af'
add
hl,hl
inc
hl

; balance
; balance

dec
b
baljp z,tobyt
ld
hl,me
ret
sq_check
tail tobyt
ld
hl,$+4
ret
tail_check
endm
;
;
;
;

; any more bits in this byte
; yes? Then repeat this step.

; no? Move to the step just after us.

Load an audio byte and loop on C for more bytes. This step is used
for audio bytes both in the middle of a block and at the end so it
must do a fully general increment and modulus of the ring buffer
pointer to guarantee it stays in the $8000 - $ffff range.

audonl macro back
local aodn
sett 0
ld
a,(de)
inc
de
set
7,d
out
($90),a
ex
af,af'
dec
c
baljp z,aodn
nop
ld
hl,back
ret
sq_check
tail aodn
nop
ld
hl,$+4
ret
tail_check
endm

; more audio bytes?
; balance
; yes? loop back as directed

; balance
; no? continue to the step after us

; Output of the last 7 bits of the last audio byte of the audio blocks
; is done specially so we can update the "frame" countdown and jump to
; the program end when it reaches 0.
; A few of the bits can be output simply.
audbit macro
sett 0
ex
af,af'
rrca
out
($90),a
scf
ret
nc
ex
af,af'
add
hl,hl
add
hl,hl
ld
hl,$+4
ret
sq_check
endm

; balance (and helping audbf0)
; balance
; balance
; balance

; For three of the bits we use the time to test the "frame" counter.
; As usual, this would be trivial if cycle balancing and budgets were
; not a factor.
; First step, load frame counter into BC and decrement it.
audbf0 macro
sett 0
ex
af,af'
ret
nc
; balance (works because of scf in audbit)
rrca
out
($90),a
ex
af,af'
ld
bc,(frame)
dec
bc
ld
hl,$+4
ret
sq_check
endm
; Second step. Save the frame counter.
audbf1 macro
sett 0
ex
af,af'
out
($90),a
rrca
ex
af,af'
ld
(frame),bc
add
hl,hl
ld
hl,$+4
ret
sq_check
endm

; balance

; Third step. Test the frame counter for zero and exit the thread if so.
audbf3 macro
sett 0
ex
af,af'
rrca
out
($90),a
ex
af,af'
ld
a,b
or
c
jp
z,done
ld
l,(hl)
inc
hl
ld
hl,$+4
ret
sq_check
endm
;
;
;
;

; We're done if frame count == 0
; balance
; balance

To process the audio blocks in a loop we need to calculate the number
of audio bytes with is simply the number of blocks times 8 and is assigned
to "extra". I've left the original code in place, but you can see that
the first two asserts can never be true and the calculation is rather

; convoluted.
extraT equ
audblk*64
assert (extraT % 8) == 0
extra equ
extraT / 8
assert extra % 8 == 0
assert extra > 1
; We insist on having at 2 audio blocks
;
;
;
;
;
;

The code to handle the audio blocks. The unrolling code will figure out
the number of audio bytes less 1 and load that into C register in the
step before us. This chunk of code handles looping over C bytes. If
there are more than 256 bytes then we unroll this loop as many times as
necessary to handle the 256 bytes. To be honest, I don't think I've
tested that case.

aud_only:
rept (extra-1+255)/256
local loop
loop: audb7
; Handle first bit, loading B with 6
audblp
; loop over the 6 bits using B
audonl loop
; loop over the bytes using C
endm
; Now we have that very last audio byte of the frame where we check
; the frame count.
rept 3
audbit
endm

; 3 easy bits.

audbf0
audbf1
audbf3

; increment "frame"
; save it
; if "frame" == 0 then we're done.

; Output last audio bit, load BC with the top of the screen and
; go back to the first step of a frame (the audvid unrolled code buffer).
m_audlbc 15360+4,audvid
frame: dw

0

; frame number countdown to detect end of movie

; -------------- Main Program Subroutines ------------------------;
;
;
;

Restore drive selected by D (e.g., $81 for drive 0, $82 for drive 1)
to track 0. The straightforward code here that commands the disk
controller might help make sense of the Data Thread which does pretty
much the same things but in a much more convoluted style.

restore:
ld
a,$d0
out
($f0),a
; terminate any commands in progress
ld
b,0
djnz $
ld
a,d
out
($f4),a
; select drive
ld
a,$08
; restore, no verify, 6 ms step
out
($f0),a
call stat
; get command status result.
; Seems that '4' may be OK (TR00 indication)
; As perhaps '2'

; And head loaded ($20) is fine
and
~($20|4|2)
ret
; Wait for and return disk controller command result status.
stat:

ld
b,$12
djnz $
.wst in
a,($f0)
bit
0,a
ret
z
bit
7,a
ret
nz
jr
.wst

; wait for disk controller
; to be ready for answer
; read disk command status
; return if not busy
; return if not ready
; wait until not busy or not ready

; Non-maskable interrupt is vectored here. Because we never read a track
; to completion it should never happen and is treated as an error condition.
nmi:

ld
ld
xor
out

a,'N'
(15360),a
a
($e4),a

; turn off NMI

in
or
jp

a,($f0)
a
err

; say where it happened

; Copy C bytes from HL to DE and put the resulting DE value into the
; copied block as a link to the next block. In other words, a subroutine
; perfect for copying output thread steps into the unrolled buffer.
copy:

ld
b,0
ldir
push de
pop
ix
ld
(ix-2),d
ld
(ix-3),e
ret

; copy audio/video program step
; link to next step following immediately

; Unroll 7 graphics byte output steps into the unroll buffer.
vid7: ld
a,7
block: ld
hl,vidbyt
ld
c,vidbyt_len
call copy
dec
a
jr
nz,block
ret
rowcnt: defb 0
colcnt: defb 0
; ------------------ Main Program ----------------------------; Besides a minor bit of hardware setup, the main program must RLE
; uncompress the "ret" stack for the disk thread and unroll the
; audio and video output code for the output thread.

start: di
im

1

; Choose memory map 1 which has 64K of RAM with keyboard and video
; mapped to the customary Model I and III locations.
ld
a,1
out
($84),a
; Switch out the Model 4P boot ROM.
ld
a,0
out
($9c),a
ld
out

a,$48
($ec),a

; fast CPU + wingdings

; Vector Non Maskable Interrupt to our own handler. We should never get
; an NMI and shouldn't really ask for it, but it can act as a minor error
; check for the programmer.
ld
a,$c3
; Z-80 "JP" instruction opcode.
ld
($66),a
ld
hl,nmi
ld
($67),a
; We loop back here when the movie display is done.
done:
di
ld

sp,stack

ld
ld
ld
ld
ldir

; No interrupts, please!
; A little stack space while we setup

hl,15360
de,15360+1
bc,1024-1
(hl),128
; Clears the screen.

; Wait for any key to be pressed
wk:

ld
or
jr

a,($38ff)
a
z,wk

; Unroll the output thread loop
ld
hl,15360+4
; Start address of first line of graphics
ld
de,64
; Offset to next line of text
exx
ld
row:
col:

ld

de,audvid
ld

ld
ld
call
ld
ld
call
ld
dec

; Output thread unroll buffer

a,16
(rowcnt),a
a,7
(colcnt),a
vid7
; Unroll 7 steps for graphics bytes
hl,audbyt
c,audbyt_len
copy
; Unroll audio byte step
a,(colcnt)
a

;
;
;
;
;

jr

nz,col

; Do 7 of the 8 graphics blocks in a line

call

vid7

; Graphics bytes for last block

ld
ld
call

hl,audlbc
c,audlbc_len
copy
; Unroll special BC loading audio byte step

exx
add
ld
ld
exx

hl,de
(ix-5),h
(ix-6),l

ld
dec
jr

a,(rowcnt)
a
nz,row
; Do all 16 rows.

; next line address
; B: modify "LD BC," instruction to
; C: have BC get address of next line

We don't need the address of the next line. Intead we're linking to
the code that outputs the audio bytes en-masse. The number of audio
bytes was computed previously as "extra". We set up C with that less
one as the very last byte is unrolled in "aud_only" and handles
frame count checking and moving back to the top of the screen.
;ld
(ix-5),6
; B (not needed)
ld
(ix-6),low(extra-1)
;C
ld
(ix-2),high aud_only
ld
(ix-3),low aud_only

; This is a debugging check that could be removed. It guarantees that
; the unrolled output thread code does not run into the start of the
; program.
ld
or
sbc
call

hl,proglow
a
hl,de
c,err

ld
call
call
ld
call
call

d,$81
restore
nz,err
d,$82
restore
nz,err

;
; Restore drive 0 to track 0
; Restore drive 1 to track 0

; Unpack the RLE data of the "ret" stack for disk thread
; We're going to overwrite our stack so no subroutine calls
; from here on out, please. Or PUSH! POP could be OK.
ld
hl,stack_init ; pointer to RLE data
stack_top equ stack-stpnum
ld
de,stack_top ; destination pointer is the "ret" stack
silp:

ld
inc
ld
inc

c,(hl)
hl
b,(hl)
hl

ld
or
jr
bit
jr
ldir
jr
sirun: res
ldi
ldi
jp
ld
ld
add
ldir
hlsv: ld
jr
sidn:

a,b
c
z,sidn
7,b
nz,sirun
silp
7,b

; RLE code 0 means end of data
; High bit set means a run.
; Otherwise, literal data, copy it
; and keep uncompressing
; Clear repeat bit to get count in BC
; must have two bytes to copy

po,silp
; only 2 bytes? Then we're done.
(hlsv+1),hl ; save HL (note, PUSH is not safe right now)
hl,-2
; set up overlapping LDIR
hl,de
; to copy out the repeats
hl,0
; restore our RLE data pointer
silp

; BTW, that "jp po," has got to be one of my favorite bits of Z-80 programming.
; It is not often that you get to use the flags set by LDI!
; Wait for the all the keys to be released.
wtup: ld
a,($38ff)
or
a
jr
nz,wtup
xor
ld
ld
ld

a
(drive),a
hl,framcnt
(frame),hl

; Disk thread to start on disk 0 in drive 0
; Number frames in movie
; for the output thread to count down.

; Initialize registers for output thread
ld
bc,15360+4
; Top left of display for centering 56 wide.
ld
de,ring
; Ring buffer read pointer
ld
hl,fillwt
; first step in output thread
xor
a
ex
af,af'
; clear first audio output
; Initialize registers for disk thread
exx
ld
hl,ring
; Ring buffer write pointer
exx
goto
ret

stream0

; first step in disk thread
; and send it off and running

; Called when an error occurs. A jump would be fine but I do a call so
; that the place where the error happened can be reported. But that
; diagnostic code isn't necessary for a demo.
err: pop
hl
ld
a,'!'
ld
(15361),a
jp
wk
stack_init:
end

start

TRS 80 HotRod Model 4P
Bas Gialopsos UK

Greetings to all you TRS-80 people out there.
My name is Bas Gialopsos and I reside within Wet and Windy South
Wales in the United Kingdom, I run a small retro repair workshop
catering for the repair, refurbishment and modification of all Computers.
Aided with Lots of coffee, courtesy of my wife and assistance from the
cat, I do my utmost to provide a professional and flexible service in
keeping these old treasures fit and healthy.
I have always had a very soft spot for Tandy’s TRS-80 systems, probably
as I used to work for them in the early 80’s as a Saturday apprentice
during my high school years. I remember seeing the Models 1,2,3,4 as
well as the Colour Computer as they came to market and had some great
times using them.
I picked up this Model 4P from the States in a shocking non-working
state and coupled with the availability of the FreHD courtesy of the great
Mav, I decided to HotRod as well as restore this neglected beauty.

To start off with of course we need to strip down the Model 4P, there is a
breakdown tutorial on the Internet for anybody interested in this
procedure. I will be modifying the main PCB too so removing the bottom
tray chassis is necessary as it also gives us full access to the Modem bay.
As far as I know there
was an internal Modem
option available which
provided a 300
Baud US telephone line
facility, The Model 4P
has a serial port so a
more modern faster
modem can be used
these days and besides
an external modem
would also be BT
approved too. It’s safe
to say this is a nice
hideaway spot for our
FreHD to reside in.
In these two picture you
can see the currently
unused Modem bay
within the Model 4P
chassis. I have carefully
marked out suitable
mounting holes for the
FreHD and used 3
standard hex mounting
pillars to provide 6mm
clearance between the
chassis and the FreHD
PCB, I have used
standard nuts on the
other side of the
chassis to keep the
pillars in place.
And now carefully mounting the FreHD PCB itself.
Note, The activity LED’s have been replaced by a keyed 4pin header.

Next I removed the standard single sided 40Track drives from the
mounting bracket. I obtained a spare Teac 55FR 80 Track double sided
drive and added a discrete mini rocker switch on the front fascia to allow
the drive to be switched between 40 and 80 Track mode. I set the drive’s
ID to 1 and fitted the bus resistor termination pack.
Using a Black Plastic 5.25 to 3.5” bay convertor I mounted a Sony
MPF920 3.5” drive which I modified by shorting the HD/DD switch to
permanent Double Density and set the drive’s ID to zero.
On the front of the bay convertor I mounted a Red and a Green LED to
signal FreHD activity and on the other side a Double Pole Double Throw
(DPDT) mini toggle switch which will be used to swap lines 10 and 12 of
the new custom 34way floppy ribbon cable and therefore swapping the
Identity of the drives.
This provides the flexibility to boot the system from different format
discs. Annoyingly new mounting holes had to be drilled onto the drive
mounting bracket to accommodate our new drives, this had to be
measured carefully to ensure a nice flush appearance from the front of
the machine.

Now it’s motherboard time.
The FreHD is usually connected to a TRS-80 by the 50 way card edge expansion
bus, however most Model 4 boards, including this Gate Array board have onboard provision for a 50way IDC dual row PCB Header, using this makes for
a real invisible installation…
As you can see from the following pictures, it’s a stock 4PGA motherboard
and the only modifications are,
** Extra 64K RAM installed
** Boot Rom replaced by a programmed EPROM containing FreHD Boot code.
** 50way IDC dual row PCB Header installed.
It’s a case of then making a short length 50way IDC cable to connect the
FreHD to the Motherboard.
The following Pictures of the motherboard highlight these upgrades.

There follows a few pictures of the assembly being built up and refitted to the
Model 4P chassis.
Next we have to route the 5V supply and LED cable to the FreHD as well as
arrange power for the new 3.5” Drive.
The new Teac 5.25” Drive can be powered from the existing power socket, from
the other socket I broke out a new run of cable extending +5V and Ground to
run to the FreHD.
Using a 5.25” to 3.5” convertor cable I could then connect up the 3.5” drive.

As can be seen right, the
Motherboard has been connected
up and the bottom tray is ready to
be refitted back to the main
chassis.
We just need to add our 50way
IDC cable and fold it carefully.

I used the existing grommet protecting the floppy drive power cables to
feed both the LED activity cable and the new +5V power cable. A few
cable ties inside the CRT bay and then carefully feed them both down to
the FreHD and connect them up…

Finally, the whole system is reassembled and hey presto ....
At some point I will carefully cut out an SD Card access slot on the
Modem blanking plate just to make things look tidier.
In the meantime my new HotRod Model 4P has given quite a few hours of
stable use, it’s easy to carry about with just a mains lead to connect and
not have to worry about Interface cables, PSU’s etc.
It would be nice to have a High Res board to fit inside though that would
really complete the project.
If anyone would like a similar upgrade, want to discuss the finer points or
indeed need some help in building their own HotRod Model 4P or any
other TRS80 modification or repairs then please don’t hesitate to get in
touch with me at
bgcompute@aol.com

Coming Soon.
Dual Auto Boot FreHD Rom upgrade for your Model 4 Gate Array
HotRod TRS-80 Model 1, Ultimate Party Games machine.

The BEST in TRS-80s
Call The Right Stuff

Ask for Ian
The number is +61 416 184 893
That's The Right Stuff
And he's in Melbourne

http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/
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IN MAV'S FreHD WORKSHOP
by Ian Mavric
Using DSK/DCT to make real TRS-80 disks
One of the lesser known programs for FreHD is DSK/DCT by Frédéric
Vecoven, a utility which allows a diskette image file (DSK, DMK or JV3) to
be added as a read-only volume. Once the file is added, LDOS or LSDOS has access to the information in the image file, and you can copy it
either into your FreHD working image, or copy the contents to a real TRS
-80 diskette.
Most FreHDs I sell have DSK/DCT in the drive 0 folder along with the
operating system. If it's not there then just download it from my web
site: http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/downloads/dsk.dct and it
works on the Model I and III in LDOS and Model 4 in LS-DOS.
Usage is dead simple, there is only one command:
SYSTEM (DRIVE=x,DRIVER="DSK/DCT",ENABLE)
where x is the drive number you want to mount the diskette image as,
and the ,ENABLE on the end is important. (Note: other /DCT drivers
such has RSHARD6/DCT, FLOPPY/DCT and MOD3/DCT don't need
the ,ENABLE however DSK/DCT does.)
LETS SEE IT IN STANDARD USAGE
Say someone emails me a DSK file of a disk which has 30 games on it.
the file is called GAMES.DSK and since its only 190Kb long, its easy to
email. I save the file to my FreHD SD card so that along with hard4-0,
GAMES.DSK is on there as well.
I boot my TRS-80 with FreHD and LS-DOS 6.3.1, which has 6 hard drive
partitions and 2 floppy drives. Because we are limited to 8 total
partitions I need to temporarily exchange one of the floppy drives for a
mounted DSK image. I choose drive 7, which is the top-drive in my 2drive Tandy 4D. I issue the command:
SYSTEM (DRIVE=7,DRIVER="DSK/DCT",ENABLE) <Enter>
and I see:

JV1/JV3/DMK driver for FreHD - 2.01
Enter image filename:
at which point I will reply with GAMES.DSK <Enter>
and am told: JV3 image mounted!
Now that the image is mounted I can do several things. I can simply do
a DIR :7 to see what is on there... I can execute a program from the
mounted image... and I can copy the contents of the mounted image to
either a hard drive partition or to a physical floppy disk.
COPYING FILES TO HARD DRIVE OR A FLOPPY DISK
Normal LDOS/LS-DOS wildcard BACKUP command works well so to copy
files commands like BACKUP :7 :x (Q=Y) and it will ask Yes/No for each
file. If you want to copy all the files in one action without it asking if you
want to copy each file, use BACKUP :7 :x (Q=N)
Making a disk from the mounted image is now so simple with the
DISKCOPY command (or QFB in LDOS) will quickly make a diskette from
your mounted image file:
LS-DOS: DISKCOPY :7 :x
LDOS: QFB :7 :x
(where x is your floppy drive). Then just remove your disk and use it on
your TRS-80 the normal way.
INTERESTING POINTS:
LDOS or LS-DOS, due to their compatible file structures, can make a
diskette for each others DOS without changing and booting the other
operating system. IE. if you want to make a diskette of Model III games
but are running LS-DOS (so you are in Model 4 mode) you don't switch to
LDOS operating system, just DSK/DCT your image and make your
diskette. When you want to use it just boot your system LDOS and play
your games off the diskette.
You can use this same process to create bootable disks for Model 4
MultiDOS 2.10 and 5.11, Model III MultiDOS 4.01, and Model 4 DOSPlusIV 1.0 Rel. 1/85 because they have file structures so similar to LDOS/LSDOS that it just works.

TRSDOS 1.3 images can present a real headache due to the completely
different file structure to any other operating system. TRSDOS 1.3
format images are out there, and they can be mounted onto the system
using DSK/DCT. A DIR will produce a GAT error, but you can see what is
in there using the LDOS CONV command. To get a directory of the
TRSDOS 1.3 mounted image, issue the command: CONV :x (DIR) and to
copy files from the image to a hard drive volume or an LDOS floppy disk,
use: CONV :x :y (Q=Y) where x is the mounted TRSDOS 1.3 image file
and y is the destination volume or floppy disk. Most games and BASIC
language software can be copied and work, though some of the more
complex and specialised Model III assembly language software may not
work without patches or locating special LDOS versions.

Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com
Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife
and kids in Melbourne, Australia.

LOOKING FOR FAST,
INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS
STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80
MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D?
The amazing

"FreHD"

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive!
-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5)
-Uses SD card for storage medium
-Bonus free Real Time Clock function!
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia
-Kit form or fully assembled
Order yours today:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/emulator

£

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP
by Ian Mavric
HI-RES GRAPHICS SERIES PART 2:
RADIO SHACK HI-RES GRAPHICS BOARDS
Back in December 2014 I wrote my first article about Hi-Res graphics
(HRG) on the TRS-80. That one was about how to install a Model III HRG
on a Model 4. This led me to working with friends Fred Vecoven, Pascal
Holdry and Bas Gialopsos to enable me to release the Improved Grafyx
4.2(.1) product in April this year. I thought it would be a good time to
write a proper series on HRG and so this is Part 2, the previous
December 2014 article being logically Part 1. In this instalment I'll talk
about Radio Shack released HRG boards.
TRS-80 Model II - THE FIRST HRG BOARD (1982)
It may surprise people that the first HRG Radio Shack made was for the
Model II business computer - a computer more or less recorded in history
as a competent, if dull, WP, DBM, datamation, inventory control,
ledgering and accounting workstation - which had very limited graphics.
The Model II Computer Graphics (cat. no. 26-4104) appeared in RSCC
catalogue RSC-7 at the rather large price of $A699.00

Picture: TRS-80 Mode II HRG board cat. no. 26-4104

At that price it didn't sell many and they are a rare collectors item now,
and the software support is virtually non-existent. In fact apart from the
software disk with BASICG language supplied with the HRG I can't think
of any other software which utilises the Model II HRG.

Picture: Advertisement for Model II HRG from RSCC catalogue RSC-7

The design is interesting and important, because it set the standard for
future HRG boards eventually destined for the Model III and the Model 4.
With this single design RS set the standard of 640x240 resolution for a
total of 153,600 pixels and the HRG featured 32K of memory for storing
graphics data. RS had someone (most likely Microsoft) design BASICG
which had 11 new graphics-related commands: CIRCLE, CLS, GET, LINE,
PAINT, POINT, PRESET, PUT, SCREEN, VIEW, and VIEWPORT. All these
elements remain constant in future designs (Model III and 4) so
technically HRG software written in BASICG for the Model 4 should work
on the Model II with minimal changes.
Installation into the TRS-80 Model II, 12, 16, 16B and 6000 is relatively
straightforward. The CRT controller and character generator ICs are
removed from the existing low-res video board in the Model II and
installed into the vacant sockets on the HRG board. Two cable
assemblies run from the empty chip sockets on the low-res video board
to the two bus connectors on the HRG board. Orientation is important so
beware that the 24-conductor cable requires a twist in it to plug in
correctly on the low-res video board. Since we have cables running
between the low-res and the HRG board it makes sense to put them in
slots next to each other.
In recent times a few of these Model II HRGs have appeared as NOS on
eBay which have been eagerly snapped up by collectors even though
they didn't come with the required cable assemblies. Hans J. Rietveld
bought one his comments are telling that some items perceived as very
cool at the time can appear quite lame 30+ years later. His commentary
as posted on VCF, "It is working, but it is a little disappointing. On a
white background some screen activity is annoying visible. Clumsy way of
working. (no useful tools for easy programming) Only one demo
(GPICTURE), the cover of the manual. Rather slow. Low graphic
resolution. I think that it is not worth the money, but it is funny to have
it."
TRS-80 Model III - THE SECOND HRG (1983)
While it's debatable how many Model II HRG boards were sold, clearly
Radio Shack had enough confidence in the product to make one for the
Model III microcomputer. It could be argued that it would gain better
traction in the marketplace as the Model I/III programmers were among
the most prolific of their era, surpassed only by Apple programmers in
the sheer number of programs written and released. Tandy also had the
basic design elements of the Model II HRG circuit's "brains" as a starting
point, and a working BASICG which could be easily ported and
incorporated into Model III BASIC so they proceeded to produce the
Model III HRG which carried the cat. no. 26-1125, and first appeared in
RSCC catalogue RSC-9 for $A599.95

Picture:
Advertisement for TRS-80 Model III HRG from RSCC catalogue RSC-9

Picture: TRS-80 Model III HRG board cat. no. 26-1125
Since the Model II and III had both been released before the idea of a HRG
board was conceived, they had to be designed adaptable to the existing
hardware. This is easy with a Model II due to its plug-in card arrangement,
but no such method exists on the Model III, so a method was devised which
connected the HRG board to the 50-pin I/O bus of the Model III and then a
short "tail" cable hung out the back of the computer where additional items
like a hard drive could be connected. The setup completely lacked any
finesse and it always surprises me after installing one that the computer
still works, it's such a complex operation. Installation requires removal of
the motherboard, a modification to the motherboard, modification to the
power cables, re-routing of monitor cables, re-assembly, re-alignment of
the picture on the screen, and then if everything has gone to plan your
Model III is now a HRG Model III. Details on how to do the upgrade takes 5
full pages available on RS Technical Bulletin III:27.

When you examine the Model III HRG you can see areas where they
improved the design. The 32K memory has changed from 16 4116 16K
Ram chips to 4 4164 64K Ram chips and a proper dedicated graphics
processor chip called the SY68045 CRTC. So the result is that the Model
III HRG a better performer than the Model II HRG even though the
computer its installed in is slower (Model III is a 2MHz computer vs.
Model II which is a 4MHz computer).
Now is a good time to point out that these HRG boards gave the TRS-80
higher resolution capability than many computers of this era, including
the TRS-80 Color Computer (256x192=49,152pxl), Apple IIe (hi-res
mode 280x192=53,760pxl, "double" hi-res mode 560x192=108,520pxl),
and even IBM Hercules graphics (640x200=128,000pxl). In fact it's
comparable to a vector graphics workstation of the time.
TRS-80 Model 4 - THE THIRD HRG (1984)
"Once more, with style." As soon as you see a Model 4 HRG you know
that the Model 4/4P motherboards were designed with easy upgrade to
HRG in mind - it's tiny. It's around 1/4 the size of a Model II or III HRG
and has only 12 chips - most of the brains having being condensed into
one large Gate-Array logic chip. By contrast the Model II and III board
are built-up from 74-series TTL logic gates so have 40 and 34 chips
respectively. Another indication that the Model 4 HRG was designed
alongside the Model 4 and 4P was that it was announced at the release of
the Model 4 computer in RSCC catalogue RSC-9, carried the cat. no. 261126 and had an even lower price of $A429.95 (I suspect, however, that
Tandy's profit margin on these was much greater than with the Model II
and III HRG boards, as with only 12 main parts, other than the main
Gate-Array chip and the 4 Ram chips, the rest of the board would total
some $5 in parts.)
Picture:
TRS-80
Model
4/4P/4D
HRG
board cat.
no.
26-1126

Installation in the computer varies depending on which Model 4 or 4P you
own, so I'll go through them one by one. On the original non-Gate-Array
Model 4 you remove the jumper E14-15, and install the HRG board. On
the Model 4 Gate-Array and 4D you remove the jumper on J12 pins 1618 and install the HRG board. On the 4P regardless of whether you have
a non Gate-Array or Gate-Array version, you just remove the jumper
between E4-5 and install the HRG. In all instances they only fit one way
so as long as the bus connector is carefully aligned the job is now
finished.
Again, the same 11 graphics commands were ported over to a third
version of BASICG, this time running under TRSDOS 6.x and additionally
with the Model 4 running in Model III mode, TRSDOS 1.3 and BASICG
from the Model III 26-1125 HRG so you have the luxury of running Model
III hi-res software.
NEXT TIME: I'll be discussing the HRG boards made by µLabs under the
name of Grafyx Solution in various guises for the Model III, 4 and 4P.
These were the main alternative to the Radio Shack HRG boards, and
they had some interesting differences to the RS boards.
If after reading this you decide to look out for a HRG board for your
Model 4 on eBay, Craigslist or other online forum, but can't find one or
can't wait, please consider my newest product, Improved Grafyx 4.2(.1),
which can be ordered from Beta-Gama Computing in the UK/EU, or from
me in the rest of the world. Our Model 4P version is just around the
corner so if you are after HRG for that computer, stay tuned!

Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

Model 3 Video Problems
Larry Kraemer

Years ago my brother's Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 3 had a problem
where the Prompt had been moved to the right, and down about 1" on
the display.
Location 15422 (03C3EH) would print on the retrace causing an enlarged
reverse G to be printed when 15422 was poked with 71 Decimal (47H).
The Video Divider Chain Problem:
The clock is crystal controlled and runs at 10.376 MHZ. IC U3 divides the
clock by 2 and both CLOCK & CLOCK/2 are sent to U4. The shift signal
will be one of the clock signals and is sent to U5 where DOT1, DOT2,
DOT3 and LATCH are generated. The clock is also sent to U62 where it is
divided by 5 to give PCLOCK, which controls the Z80 CPU.
The Video Divider Chain is generated by U4 which is sent to U56 to be
divided and used in column addressing. U56 runs modulo 10 and
generates HDRV which is 15.83 KHZ (Horizontal Sync Signal).
U56 is set up so it blanks the last 16 columns on the screen via U37 and
BLANK*. U56 (HDRV) is supplied to U20, and divided down to furnish
the line count. U20 runs modulo 12 (twelve horizontal lines per
character block with 8 thru 12 blanked). L8 from U20 is sent to U1
where it is divided by 2 to give R1. U20 then divides R1, down further to
give VDRV, the Vertical Sync Pulse. The Vertical sync pulse also goes to
U37 along with (L8 & CHAR) to BLANK* the screen.
Both vertical and horizontal sync driver signals are "exclusive NOR-ed" to
let you adjust the position of video characters on the screen.
The screen consists of 16 lines and 64 columns.

Each alpha character and graphic has 12 lines associated, but L8 thru
L12 are blanked for characters.
In graphics mode all lines are painted. The character generator puts the
correct pattern of dots to character on the display.

The problem was fixed by replacing U22. U22 had a defective gate,
which pulled down inputs of U22 & U38 causing the offset.
The Schematics follow :-

Larry Kraemer is an ex-Military USAF Officer,
and a retired Electronics & Instrumentation
Technician, that has a hobby of Amateur Radio
(Advanced Class), and Computers, with Computer
Repair experience.

Business Time with Kev
I’m not sure if I’m coining a new phrase here but I’d like to think of this
as a “Frankenstein moment”.
With the very wonderful support of fellow columnist Ian Mavric (1), the
second of my 8” machines lives. I must admit that this was the more
doubtful of the two. Without even opening it, it was clear that it had lead
a hard life.
For those who may not recall the story, both of my 8” machines came
from bakeries in South Australia. What I didn’t reveal about my first
acquisition was that the bakery subsequently became a builder’s yard
and depot. So potentially the box was full of baker’s flour and brick dust.
Outwardly it didn’t look too promising but none-the-less it deserved to be
saved.

You can see from the above picture that it is quite yellowed compared to
the other machine. For those with a keen eye, yes it does have Model 12
badges but it’s had a Model 16 upgrade kit applied. I’ll talk more about
that in a future article.
While I expected the inside of this machine to be dirty from having had a
peek in via the card cage, I didn’t quite expect this when the cards were
pulled out and the top taken off.

The main board and power supply didn’t look any prettier.
Before….

After…

Before….

After….

I’m sure you’ll all agree that Ian has done a marvellous job. You can also
see from the yellow caps on the right side in the “after” picture that the
power supply has had the traditional recap. Unlike the Model16b this
machine only has a single power supply.
I’ve only just got the machine back from Ian but he tells me that floppy
drive 0 is cactus which is in keeping with the hard life this machine
appears to have had. I wish I knew more about the history of this
machine because this one came with a (external) hard drive when I got it
yet one of the floppy drives (in particular drive 0) is basically worked to
death. In comparison the other machine also had a (internal) hard drive
and the floppy drive is in excellent condition obviously having lived off its
HDD. So I’ll be in the hunt for a Tandon TM848 or TM848E. I’ll wish
myself good luck with that but this is what this hobby is all about and
again I can’t thank Ian enough for his support.
In some pictures you can see a nice clean keyboard. That’s the keyboard
from my Model16b – both machines use the same keyboard. The
keyboard of this machine is in need of repair which is not surprising given
its age. It’s the traditional keypad deterioration issue and with a tip from
Ian I’ve sourced a repair kit (3). On Ian’s advice it’s about a seven hour
job so heading into winter in the southern hemisphere it will be a nice job
for a rainy day.

But all that side there was an “It’s alive!” moment…..

Well with two 8” machines now running I’ll have enough column fodder
for years.

As pen went to paper on this article Ian tells me he might have the hi-res
graphics board running in the other 8” machine, the Model 16B, using a
cable he’s made (2).
I can only repeat what I said in a previous article that its people like Ian
who keep our hobby alive through devolvement and support so it
behoves all of us to support him and the many other fine people in our
TRS-80 family.
Thank you Ian!!!
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ly5Bx-Ukvmk
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Victor-9000-SIRIUS-1-Keyboard-repair-FoamPads-for-KeyTronic-Keyboards-/121266887970
Kevin Parker
kevin.parker@trs-80.computer
Kevin is a web specialist and ColdFusion developer who is
very eclectic in his interests in classic computers but has a
particularly large weakness for TRS-80’s and black IBMs.
He lives in Victoria, Australia with his collection!

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP
by Ian Mavric
HI-RES GRAPHICS SERIES PART 2 (Redux):
CABLE KIT FOR MODEL II HRG (26-4104)
Recently I had Kevin Parker's Model 12 here and was doing a similar restoration to that which I did 3 months earlier to his Model 16B. You can
read more about it in the Business Time With Kev article elsewhere in
this issue.

Picture: KP's Model 12
While I was working on this machine a interesting thread appeared on
VCF (www.vintage-computer.com) about the High-Resolution Graphics
(HRG) for the 8in series of TRS-80 microcomputers. The HRG itself was
super expensive and didn't sell in big numbers, however eBay member
rpsi92 in Georgia, USA, seems to have a never-ending supply of NOS
(New/Old Stock) TRS-80 items which he acquired when Radio Shack
closed its number business in the early 1990s, and at least 8 of those
items were the 26-4104 HRG boards.

Blink and you'll miss out! They sold in record time but no sooner did
people start receiving their HRG boards they noticed the required ribbon
cables to connect the HRG to the existing Text board were missing.
To complicate things these are not ordinary cables, because one end of
each cable has DIL IDC socket headers that plug the cable into IC sockets present on the Text board. The headers are hard to find and without
a special tool, almost impossible to crimp onto the ribbon cable. They
are also very fragile, at least until crimped onto the cable. As luck would
have it I found a place which had the required headers, and another
place which still sold the special (ie. expensive) crimping tool, but I saw
another way to help out the TRS-80 community and decided to try to
manufacture the cables. After a little trial-and-error I had a working set
of cables:

Picture: Cable kit (reproduction) for the 26-4104 HRG board
Around this time my old mate John Benson from up north sent me down
a HRG board for my collection, sans cables, which was ideal because this
gave me the impetus to get the cables right. They worked, and the resulting hi-res graphics test image can be seen below:

Picture: HRG test image ok KP's TRS-80
Anyone needing a cable set can contact me or check my web site or eBay
where I have them listed. They are fiddly to make from rare parts, with
a special tool, which is why I ask a premium price for them, but they do
work and will get your HRG board working!
A REVIEW FROM THE PAST
Information and reviews for Model II HRG boards are thin on the ground
but I found one in Two/Sixteen Magazine, Vol 2 # 1, July-Aug 1983, pp.
36-38, "Tandy's 153,600 Pixels For The Model II/16" and here it is in it's
entirety for all to read:
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4D?
Then you simply must have the

"Improved Grafyx Resolution
Solution!"

-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth
-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4, Gate-Array Model 4, or 4D
-4P version is just around the corner - stay tuned!
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK
Order yours today exclusively from:
UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com
Rest of the world: http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/hires/hires.htm

NEW PRODUCT FOR 2015 - TRS8BIT EXCLUSIVE PREVIEW

TRS 80 Model 1 FreHD Expansion
Interface
Bas Gialopsos - BetaGamma Computing - June 2015
Foreword
The FreHD has now been with us for close to two years and has revolutionised the
way we use and enjoy of TRS80 systems.
For the Model 3 and 4 systems, a FreHD upgrade has been fairly painless and easy
to implement, in fact if using a Boot diskette it’s simply plug in and go.
However the Auto-Boot function came along which made the FreHD even more
powerful with an easy choice between multiple Operating Systems and a very fast
error free Boot up.
The Auto-Boot function requires the replacement of one of the original ROMs inside
the TRS80 and at boot time the system looks for a special file on the SD Card called
frehd.rom. This is at a minor cost of course in that some of the Tape Load routines
are replaced by the FreHD Boot code.
For Model 1 owners however upgrading to a FreHD can be a real labour of love,
firstly it was mandatory that you had an Expansion Interface connected to your
Model 1, secondly you had the expense of an additional Model 1 Interface sub
board which translated the Model 1’s 40 way Expansion bus to a Model 3/4 50 way
Expansion bus, and if you wanted to use the Auto-Boot feature then a much
complex ROM upgrade was needed to the CPU unit which could be tricky due to the
fragile fixed keyboard interconnect cable.
Some of us Model 1 fans without an Expansion Interface have gotten away with
carrying out much more complex RAM upgrades as well as ROM inside the Model 1
to provide the necessary 48K RAM memory and then hooked the Model 1 Interface
sub board and FreHD directly to the CPU unit’s expansion bus.
Well now there is a new exciting alternative.
May I proudly introduce the TRS 80 MODEL 1 FreHD Expansion Interface

Prototype TRS 80 Model 1 FreHD Expansion Interface
This board measuring at 100mm x 80mm (Same as the FreHD) was designed by
our good friend Andrew Quinn in New Zealand, later on Andrew talks about how he
came about undertaking the task of creating this exciting new add-on. (See this
issue, page 47)
The board pictured above and described in this article is the initial prototype PCB
which has a few errors and omissions, working closely with Andrew we have
removed the bugs and enhanced the power supply connectivity, V1.3 PCB has just
been sent to manufacture.
So what exactly does it do and why do Model 1 owners need one…
When using a standard stock 16K Level 2 Model 1, the Interface connects directly to
the Expansion bus and a standard off the shelf FreHD connects to the Interface’s 50
way IDC bus.
Power is connected directly to the Interface card by a standard +5V DC regulated
supply with a 2.1mm barrel plug. The Interface card has a power pass through cable
to the supply power to the FreHD as well. Less cable clutter.
The Interface card provides 32K Expansion RAM and has an on board pseudo disc
controller, as well as providing full buffering of the TRS 80 Model 1 Expansion Bus
which eliminates random crashes and improves stability.
The Interface board also carries an optional EPROM mapped to the empty address
block at 0x3000, for hackers who want to put something into this address block...
such as the Z80 Monitor from the Dick Smith System/80 Blue Label.

Features Description
32K RAM Expansion
The TRS80’s System RAM is expanded to the full available 48K RAM, this is
accomplished by utilising a Model low power SRAM chip.
The SRAM only requires a single voltage supply and has a very low power
consumption, it also requires no refreshing by the Z80
Pseudo Disc Controller
The Interface card also carries a PIC controller which mimics some functionality
of the WDC1771 Disc Controller as used in the Radio Shack Expansion
Interface.
Now here’s the clever bit,
When a standard 16K LII ROM Model 1 is booted, code in the ROM searches for
a WDC1771 on the expansion bus, if it is not found then control is kept by the
LII ROM and the Basic Interpreter is entered and the user is greeted by the
familiar MEMORY SIZE prompt.
If a WDC1771 Disc Controller is found then the LII ROM programs the chip to
retrieve the first 256 Bytes from Physical Drive 0, Track 0, Sector 0, i.e. the
Boot Block, this is executed and LDOS, TRSDOS, NEWDOS etc. continue to
boot.
However the PIC controller mimic’s enough of the WDC1771 for the LII ROM to
identify it and request the 256 Byte Boot code which the PIC Controller then
provides in the form of the FreHD Auto-Boot code which is embedded within
it’s firmware.
This Auto-Boot Code checks for the presence of a FreHD unit, if it does not find
one then the User is notified by an on screen message.
If it does find a FreHD Unit then it searches for the frehd.rom file on the SD Card
which it loads and the FreHD Loader is executed…
Resetting the TRS80 Model 1 will restart the whole process again.
So in a nutshell,
This new little marvel will turn your unmolested and much loved TRS80 Model 1 into
a full 48K Hard Drive Equipped Monster without the need for ANY tools or
modifications.
All the usual FreHD utilities are available, such as,
Mounting virtual disks using the DCT driver and then using them as if they
were real Media.
Simple file transfer using your PC or MAC to drop Bas or CMD files to the SD
Card.

Real Time Battery Backed up Clock to provide correct Date and Time during
DOS boot.
Choice of Multiple Virtual Hard disk partitions and Multiple Operating
systems.
Some Photos of the Interface in action

The TRS80 Model 1 FreHD Expansion Interface will be available to ship in 4 weeks.

-Reserve yours today exclusively from:
UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com
-Rest of the world:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/

Creating the Model 1 FreHD Expansion Interface
Andrew Quinn
The last couple of years have seen resurgence in new and update TRS-80
hardware with projects such as Fred Vecoven’s FreHD and Peter Bartlet’s
MISE providing a new life for many of these classic machines.
The FreHD particularly has been a huge success in the community and
having been involved with the project from the early days I can say it is
an excellent example of how a small group of enthusiasts can pull
together across continents to build, test and ship an extremely capably
device. Initially targeted at the TRS-80 Model 3 and 4, the FreHD has
also been successfully interfaced with the TRS-80 Model 1, Dick Smith
System 80 and the Kaypro IV.
The FreHD works well with the TRS-80 Model 1 relying on a replica of the
Radio Shack 26-1132 adaptor and either an Expansion Interface or
internal modifications to provide 48K RAM and FreHD autoboot. Great
options if you have an Expansion Interface or are happy to change your
machine from stock configuration but both are barriers to many and to
me offered a challenge for another hardware project.
Was it possible to build a replacement for the TRS-80 Expansion
Interface that could leverage Dean Bear’s excellent work on Model 1
autoboot but work with a stock 16K Level II machine with no
modifications?
The short answers is yes….. the result of a year of intermittent
development (too many other exciting projects not to time slice) is the
TRS-80 FreHD Expansion Interface.
Bas has written separately about his experiences with prototype boards
so the following is a higher level description of the projects and the
sources of inspiration for its design.
The interface to the Model 1 keyboard borrows heavily from Steve
Ciarcia’s Disk-80 published in the March 1981 edition of Byte Magazine
(http://www.trs-80.org/micromint-disk-80-expansion-interface/) but with
74LS245 buffers IC’s to make the PCB layout easier. This design avoided
the traps of the early Expansion Interfaces with insufficient buffering.
Testing by Mav and Bas has shown it to work on all Model 1’s they have
available.
RAM expansion to 48K uses the common/cheap 62256 32K static RAM
chip. A huge space saving over the 4116 dynamic RAM used in the
original Expansion Interface but also considerably simpler to interface
without the complexity of memory refresh circuits.

Although obsolete now in its 28 PIN DIP package, the 62256 is readily
available, cheap and a luxury unavailable to designers back in the day.
A 22V10 GAL, another piece of readily available, incredibly useful but
now obsolete technology, provides the glue to connect everything
together. This provides a big space saving over a handful of 74xxx
parts. The GAL generates the chip select signals for the 62256 RAM,
28C16 EEPROM and “Floppy Disk Controller”, controls the data bus
74LS245 buffer direction when data is read from the RAM, ROM, “Floppy
Disk Controller” or FreHD and generates the /IORQ signal for the FreHD.
The elements described so far, while providing the extra RAM and
connecting the FreHD are not sufficient to replace the Expansion
Interface and provide a no-modification autoboot solution.
Some background for those not familiar with the FreHD autoboot….. the
implementation is very smart, hiding a lot of low level complexity from
the end user and the result of much effort from Fred Vecoven and Dean
Bear. The PIC on the FreHD allows the TRS-80 with modified ROM to
download and execute a boot menu stored on the SD Card (FreHD.ROM).
It is this menu combined with configuration information in the virtual
hard disk images that allows the various operating systems to autoboot.
Dean Bear did a lot of work to provide Model 1 autoboot virtual hard disk
images for NewDOS/80 and LDOS 5.3.
My challenge was to have a “stock” Model 1 ROM download the
FreHD.ROM menu so it could autoboot Dean’s virtual hard disk images.
The realization that this might just be possible came from two sources…..
“Microsoft Basic Decoded and Other Mysteries” by James Farvour
describes at a high level the Model 1 IPL process for disk based systems.
The process is surprisingly simple.
Check the WD1771 status register to see if an expansion interface is
connected.
If so then select Drive 0 and read Track 0, Sector 0
Read 256 bytes into RAM starting at 0x4200
Execute the code starting at 0x4200
On a Model 1 with Radio Shack Expansion Interface, this will read the
BOOT/SYS file from the disk in Drive 0 and execute it to load the
remainder of the operating system.
Surely, I reasoned, the same approach could load a small boot loader
which would after checking for a FreHD, load the autoboot menu and
then everything else would happen as if by magic.
How to do this without a real expansion interface and disk drives?

The answer was obvious looking at how the FreHD uses a PIC
microcontroller that appears to the TRS-80 as a WD1010 Hard Disk
controller. I needed a PIC to pretend to be a WD1771 Floppy Disk
Controller… or enough of one to keep the IPL process happy.
On the expansion board the “pretend” WD1771 is a PIC 18F13K22. This
is from the same family as the 18F4620 used on the FreHD but has a few
advantages for this use case…. It is physically smaller, is faster
supporting a clock up to 64mhz and it can do this from an internal
oscillator, so no external crystal is required.
The Z80 /WAIT signal is critical to making this work on both the FreHD
and the expansion board. Pulling /WAIT low will halt the Z80 until the
signal goes high giving “slow” devices time to handle the memory or IO
request.
Timing is critical here… on a 1.77mhz Model 1, /WAIT must be asserted
approximately 0.5 microseconds after address and control signals have
stabilized on the bus.
This is much too quick for the PIC to do purely in software if it has to
decode the Z80 address bus, decide that it needs to service the request
and asset /WAIT so the 22V10 GAL is used to decode memory read and
writes to the floppy disk controller memory addresses (0x37EC-0x37EF)
and trigger the high priority interrupt on the PIC.
With the GAL handling the address decoding, the first instruction in the
PIC Interrupt Service Routine asserts /WAIT and the Z80 does so,
providing sufficient time (in microseconds) for the PIC to handle the
request. For a 1.77mhz Model 1 this technique works well but I doubt it
would be quick enough for an accelerated Model 1. The FreHD uses it’s
onboard GAL to generate /WAIT so it better able to handle a variety of
TRS-80 clock speeds but I had no free pins on the GAL to do this.
The remaining PIC code is very simple. Any writes to the floppy
controller memory addresses “reset” the sector offset. Any reads to the
registers report that the controller is ready, the last command is
complete and reads to the data register always provide the same 256
byte sector containing the FreHD autoboot loader.
The TRS-80 thinks there is a WD1771 floppy controller but the PIC
emulates only the minimum required to handle the IPL sequence so it is
best practice to disable any floppy drives in your operating system to
avoid long delays and error reports should the OS try to do anything
meaningful with the controller!

A late realization in the project (lack of planning perhaps) was that both
the FreHD and Expansion board PIC’s need to assert the Z80 /WAIT (at
different times). Having no free pins in the GAL and no space on the
planned PCB for another chip I resorted to a simple two transistor “AND”
gate, the design lifted from the Radio Shack 26-1132 schematic where it
is used to generate /IORQ for the Hard Disk controller.

Like many projects the initial design, testing and debugging takes 90% of
the time, converting this from a big mess of wires on prototype board
into something reproducible takes the other 90%.... particularly so if PCB
design isn’t your day job.
For this job I chose to use the Eagle Light software from Cadsoft. This
has some benefits… it is free, there are many libraries of commonly used
parts and the prototype board houses will often take Eagle BRD files
directly. The downside of Eagle Light is that it is free… so it comes with
limitations and the big one was a maximum board size of 100 x 80 mm
(4 x 3.2 inches). Many hours were spent laying out the board, ripping up
sections of the layout and doing it again but I got there and learned a lot
in the process.
One of the great benefits from this type of project for the “designer” and,
I think for the team that help move it forward is the opportunity to learn
something new. For me, PCB layout was that thing.

That… and to love your beta testers and be happy when they find
problems, because they will surely will although surprisingly few for a
Version 1.0 board.
A wiring issue with the /OE and /CS signals on the 62256 RAM would
cause the TRS-80 to report 48K but anything using the upper 32K would
crash. BAS 1, Me 0
4K7 pull-up resistors needed on the PIC and FreHD /WAIT signals for
reliable operation when the FreHD is not connected. I knew about that
but my board worked, not so for BAS so I give him the point. BAS 2, Me
0.
The + label on the board doesn’t stop the power being connected the
wrong way. Amazing nothing failed but reports of “it handles reverse
power connections well” wasn’t something we wanted to put on the
feature list. The version 1.3 boards have been redesigned to include a
standard 2.1mm DC socket. BAS 2, Me 0, Beta tester who shall not be
named 1!
I hope this board proves to be a valuable contribution to the TRS-80
community in the years to come. Time to rework the interface connector
so it works with my Dick Smith System/80…..
Andrew Quinn
jaquinn@ihug.co.nz
Andrew Quinn is a Software Development Manager who also collects and restores TRS80’s and other vintage computers. He lives in Auckland, New Zealand.

The BEST in TRS-80s
Call The Right Stuff

Ask for Ian
The number is +61 416 184 893
That's The Right Stuff
And he's in Melbourne

http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/
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Protected SCRIPSIT (JUN84)
Roy Sainsbury
I have had a Model-I for about 3 years but in February I changed to a
Model-III. At the moment I am beginning to wonder if this was a good
idea. I never encountered any disk I/O errors to speak of on my model-I,
but the new machine's drive 1 seems to have the gremlins and is
currently back at Tandy's in Southampton to have it checked (yet again).
However, on to the interesting bits...
As I already had Model-Ill SCRIPSIT (which came with the model-I
package), I decided to put this to use and was horrified to find that not
only had one of the demo files been replaced by a lot of rubbish files but
also that I could only get one backup out of it.
After that, neither my master or the backup would do another backup
without reporting that I had exceeded the limit and had copied
everything except SCRIPSIT.
Like most people, I have a dislike of this kind of thing so I wrote to Tandy
about it and in the meantime used 'SuperUtility' to copy the master.
Tandy were very good about it and in fact sent me a replacement master
disk, so now, armed with two masters, one used and one unused, I could
investigate how the limited backup protection (which allows only 2
copies) is done. This I did, and came up with the following 'un-protect'
procedure. For this you'll need a zap program (I used SU+)
1. Go to the directory (track 17) and search for the filename of the
protected program (Tandy tells me that, at the moment, only SCRIPSIT
and VISICALC are limited). The first byte of the line containing the
filename will contain 7EH. Change this to 5EH, which 'unflags' the file as
being protected.
2. Go to the 3CCT sector (track 0 sector 1). Byte 22H is the backups
counter. On normal disks this will be FFH, but on limited copy disks it
will be the number of copies allowed. Change this from whatever is there
to FFH to clear the counter. (Note: If you use SU+, it's repair-BOOT also
sets this to FFH).

3. You may now backup the previously protected program using TRSDOS
as usual.
Incidentally, trying to backup a protected disk that is write-protected
results in backup aborting because it can't change the counter on the
source disk. Once the counter reaches zero (or the disk is not protected),
you can keep the write-protect tab on.
Regarding protection. It appears that Tandy, in an attempt to let ModelIII BASIC programmers protect their programs by giving them "EXEC"
only access (if the program is stopped it is erased), they have left a
loophole by which it aught to be possible to copy ANY program, without
knowing passwords and without using a ZAP program to get rid of them.
I haven't actually tried it yet but I do know that you can read an "EXEC"
only program from BASIC.
I found this out quite by accident (I wonder how often we do that?) using
the "Load Module Locator" program from Machine-Language Disk I/O
mysteries on SCRIPSIT, totally forgetting that on the Model-III it is
password protected with Execute-only access and therefore should have
had access denied, but it wasn't!
Then I hit BREAK to stop using the program, the "Protection has
CLEARED Memory" message came up. Then I realised that BASIC was
letting execute-only access through as if it where a program.
From this, it seems that a simple program could copy any such program.
Just open two random files, one to read the file, and another to re-write
it to a new file, then read records one by one from the 'protected' file and
write them out to the new one!
Of course, if any errors occur you'll loose the program, and I don't know
if it closes files correctly under those circumstance but if you are really
stuck for getting into a protected program it might work!
If any of you have tried using the Misosys Disassembler (disk version) on
Tandy's Series-I Editor/Assembler, you'll know that it won't work. I
found this out on the Model-I, and at first thought it was incompatibility
with TRSDOS 2.3B, which seems to differ from 2.3. In fact it is not, but
an incompatibility with the Assembler as it doesn't work on the Model-III
either. Or at least, I should say that it didn't, because I have found a fix
for it, along with fixes for a few other bugs in it.
I would have listed them here but as the computer isn't around I can't
print out the relevant information (I gave my previous list to the chap
who bought my Model-I).

However, when it gets back I'll run it off and send it in. By the way, I
suggest that if you're using TRSDOS 2.3B on a Model-I, consider the
PATCH command as a 'program destroyer', because my experience with
it is that files which were loadable before, produced LOAD MODULE
ERRORS after a patch was attempted. It's safer to LOAD the program,
patch it with DEBUG and then DUMP it again.
One contributor in an earlier newsletter commented that when he ran his
Model-4 in Model-III mode but switched the speed to Model-4 speed, he
got errors on disk I/O.
Although I haven't got a Model-4 I thought about this a bit and it seems
to be to be reasonable that it should happen that way. If you have a
model-III DOS running on the machine, it will think it is running a modelIII at the speed that the machine runs at, so software time loops to allow
for disk start-up time and initial read/write delays and so on will have
been programmed accordingly. Speed up the clock and all those loops
run faster and thus terminate early, so the disk could be written to before
it's fully up to speed.
Interestingly, the manual for Howe's System Diagnostics (version 3.0)
says that even in Model-III mode the program will show the drive speed
as being 7% higher than it should be, which I suppose means that in
Model-III mode the Model-4 is actually slower than the actual Model-III!

LOOKING FOR FAST,
INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS
STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80
MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D?
The amazing

"FreHD"

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive!
-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5)
-Uses SD card for storage medium
-Bonus free Real Time Clock function!
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia
-Kit form or fully assembled
Order yours today:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/emulator

PATCHES TO MISOSYS DISASSEMBLER,
DISK VERSION 2.4
Roy Sainsbury
Those of you who bought the Misosys Disassembler (Disk version 2.4),
thinking it would be compatible with the Tandy Series-I Editor/
Assembler, will know that in fact it is not, except by using the rather
unsatisfactory method of sending the output to tape and then using the
TPSRC utility to make a disk file out of it. I was particularly annoyed
because I already had the tape version!
However, PATCH to the rescue! Below is a list of 6 patches which can be
made to version 2.4.
Patch 1 is the one which makes its files compatible with the Series-I
Editor/Assembler. The others correct a number of minor bugs which are
not critical to the operation of the disassembler, but improve its
operation. For the purposes of these notes, it is assumed that the '32K'
version will ae used, that is, the version which loads from address 9FFFH.
If you want to use the" "16k" or "48k" versions, you'll need to subtract or
add respectivly 4000H to each address given (except those in ROM of
course!).
NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ADDR.
ABD2
AE09
AA48
A00F
AA73
AA00

CONTENTS
CD 68 AA
0D
50 C3
03
F2
CD 2B 00 FE 50

CHANGE TO
00 00 00
03
0 00
0D
56
3A 01 38 FE 01

The functions of these changes are as follows
1. Makes files compatible with Series-I Editor/Assembler. When outputing
to disk, use the "D" option. This patch works by stopping the
disassembler sending the file header used by tape files (and obviously
some assemblers), which is rejected by Series-I.
2. Prevent scrolling after the "Depress (CLEAR)" message so that the top
line of output will not be 1ost if this message has to be printed on the
last line on the screen during "screen" mode.
3. Increase time delay between tape files to the maximum. It is still not
equal to five seconds, as indicated in the documentation, but is the best
that can be done.

4. Ensure that the first "Writing BLOCKX to cassette" message begins on
a new line instead of being appended to previous text (This applies to the
MODEL-I only).
5. Correct file headers written to cassette so that they read "BLOCKA.
BLOCKB..." etc., instead of "MOSISY".
6. Corrects the unreliability of "SHIFT-@" and "CLEAR" during review
mode, caused by double—scanning of the keyboard. When this Patch is
applied, use "@" WITHOUT shift, to pause. As a bonus, it allows singlestepping down the listing if "@" is pressed successively. Pressing any
other key (except CLEAR) restarts normal scrolling. (On Model-III, the
auto keyboard repeat causes a "slow-scroll" if you hold the '@' key down.
If you are using a Model I, you'll need to use the program on TRSDOS
2.3B in order to load its output into the Tandy assembler.
Although it has a 'PATCH' command, I have found that it often renders
programs unloadable, so it is better to ignore 'PATCH' and modify the
program in memory using DEBUG. (This cannot be done if you use the
'16K' version, but I bet now I've said that, someone will prove me wrong!

TRSWiki
By Peter Cetinski
TRSWiki is a Wikipedia browser for the TRS-80 Model I Micro Computer.
It currently requires the MISE Model I System Expander, specifically
leveraging the Ethernet port and TCP/IP stack that is built into the MISE.
I came up with the idea for the project as I was thinking about how to
combine my recently found passion for retro-computing and my day
profession of software engineer of modern web-based systems.
TRSWiki is a designed using a multi-tier architecture. The main browser
client is implemented in z80 assembly and was developed using the
MRAS assembly language development tool. The browser communicates
with an intermediary proxy server over TCP/IP via the MISE. This
middle-tier proxy server is written in Java and runs in the Amazon AWS
cloud. The server handles the heavy load of interacting with modern web
-based systems, protocols and media processing. It converts web
content and images into simpler formats that the Model I can process.
For instance, images are converted from 32bit color hi-resolution images
in modern highly compressed formats, like JPEG and PNG, into single bit
color 128x48 bitmap images that can be rendered by a standard Model I
computer. It would take all of the available resources (and more) to
process such an image entirely on the 2Mhz 8-bit Model I.
Almost all of Wikipedia text and image content is viewable in TRSWiki.
The application starts by connecting to the proxy server, showing the list
of commands available and then prompts for a search query. The
controls are somewhat analogous to a modern web browser. The down
arrow
advances to
the next
screen of the
current page.
The left arrow
acts as a back
button to the
previous
page. The
clear button
starts a new
search.
Figure 1.
The TRSWiki
home search
page.

When you enter a search query, the browser asks the server to submit a
search request to the publicly available Wikipedia API. The top 10 search
matches are returned to the TRS-80 and displayed in one or more pages.
You can select a search result by typing the number of the result. This
will take you
to the
Wikipedia
page for the
selected
search
result.

Figure 2.
The search
results page
for “TRS-80”

Wikipedia pages in TRSWiki display the same text content as you would
find on your modern day web browser. Links to other pages are
represented by indexed tags that contain the key used to activate the
link. For example, a “<-5->” immediately following some text content
indicates to press the “5” key to jump to the page for that content.
Images work
similarly
except that
they are
represented by
a special image
tag, ie.
“<-IMG-1>”.
Figure 3. The
Wikipedia page
for TRS-80

Images can be displayed in standard Model I graphics resolution of
128x48. The images will be full-screen on the Model I CRT and on the
optional VGA monitor plugged into the MISE. If you run the hi-resolution
version of TRSWiki, trswikih/cmd, then TRSWiki will display images in
higher resolution using PCG-80 mode. PCG-80 is a Model I enhancement
from back in the day that provides a higher resolution of 192x96 pixels.
If you have a PCG-80 installed in your Model I then you will see the
higher resolution image on your CRT. If you don’t have a PCG-80
installed, then you can only view the hi-resolution images using the
MISE’s built-in PCG-80 emulation via the VGA monitor. The hi-resolution
images are smaller but more detailed. This is due to the way PCG-80
works by remapping all
256 characters. As a
result, only ¼ of the
screen’s 1024
characters can be
utilized. The remainder
of the screen is filled in
with the darkest of the
256 remapped
characters by necessity.
Let me know if you have
a real PCG-80 as I
would greatly enjoy
seeing this work on a
real Model I Video
Display!
Figure 4. An example of a standard resolution 128x48 image rendered
by TRSWiki.

Figure 5. The same
image from Figure 4
rendered in PCG-80 hiresolution mode.

TRSWiki currently uses upper-case only text. This is to ensure that it
works correctly with all Model Is and also due to the fact that I do not
have a lower-case enabled Model I yet. There are many ways to leave
the Wikipedia site using TRSWiki using external links found on the
Wikipedia pages. You can actually view quite a bit of external web
content but the application is only optimized for displaying Wikipedia
formatted pages so your experience will be sub-optimal at best.
Going forward, I am working on a serial port version of TRSWiki. This
would remove the need for a MISE, and would instead depend on some
sort of serial-to-IP converter. There are standalone hardware devices
that provide this capability as well as software programs you can run on
your PC. However, as you know, serial transfers can be slow and
unreliable which tempers my enthusiasm for the project. I suppose if I
hear of interest from users, I may decide to release this option sooner.
The serial port option would also allow Model III and 4 users to use
TRSWiki. I am much more excited by Peter Barlett’s news about a MISElike device for the Model III and 4 that he is currently working on. I will
definitely port TRSWiki to that device when it is ready.
Please let me know of your experiences with TRSWiki. You can find out
more information at http://pski.net/trswiki
I am a software engineer of modern systems who played with
Ataris and Commodores as a boy and have a new found
interest in retro computing and software development on the
classic Tandy machines.
See more at http://pski.net/category/retro

BASIC TRANSLATION
Tony Edwards

This article first appeared in the August 1982 edition of
‘Your Computer’

It is usually possible to program efficiently without recourse to logical
arithmetic and many programmers are happy to leave it that way.
Unfortunately, if you are in the trans-lation business and the original
programmer has used logical arithmetic you are obliged to follow suit.
This may leave you in an area of your Basic with which you are not
familiar and with a machine that insists on being illogical.
So let us look at some possible problems.
The logic of the Pet, TRS-80 and Genie is standard with the logical values
being integers of-1 for true and 0 for false, but the Apple uses 1 for true
and 0 for false. This would seem to be no more than an inconvenience
but unfortunately there is a more subtle difference in the way machines
deal with individual bits. The line
10 IF (X<7) AND (Z< >7) THEN 100
will work on most machines and is in fact a very powerful programming
tool. Yet if that works, what about the following line?
20 IF PEEK (59410) AND 4 THEN 2000
It works on a Pet — to see if the space bar has been pressed — but an
equivalent line
30 A - PEEK (49152) AND 128 THEN 2000
on an Apple will not extract a bit from an I/O port. This is because on the
TRS-80, Genie and Pet the logical operators And, Or, and Not operate on
individual bits, but on the Apple they do not.
Consequently line 30 always returns a value of A = l regardless of the
actual value in location 49152. On the Apple
A = X ANDY
is interpreted as
A = (X< >0) AND (Y< >0)
Confused? Program 1 is a test program to use on your computer to see
how it handles logical arithmetic. Use this program to see how your
machine reacts using various line 60s.
The logical operators on Sinclair machines are different again. On the ZX80 true is -1 and false is 0, but on the ZX-81 true is 1 and false is 0. The
rules for logical arithmetic on these machines are quite different and you
are referred to table 1.
Sinclair owners will know that their version of logical arithmetic lacks a
Not function. They cannot use the line
10 IF NOT X= 10 THEN GO TO 100
but it can easily be mimicked with
10 IF X-10 THEN GO TO 100
which, on a Sinclair, does the job required.

Most games include an element of chance and this is provided by the
computer's random-number generator. The first sign of such use often
appears at the start of a program when the seed of the generator is reset
to ensure a new series of random numbers.
The statement used will be
Randomise, Random, Rand or Ran. The Pet and Apple set the seed with
RND(-X). Your instruction book will tell you how to reset the seed value
on your machine.
Having set this, the computer will call for a random number, when it
needs one, with RND. RND is almost universal, but the results returned
are not and could cause some difficulty in translation.
When a program requires a random number, there is a range into which
it must fall and different machines handle these ranges differently.
For a trans-lation key, see table 2.
If your machine does not have a random function, you must create one
and use it as a subroutine. There are a number of complex randomnumber algorithms but usually a simple one is adequate for games
programs.
My suggestion is program 2, which returns a pseudo-random number
between 0 and 1 as R.
Cursor-control characters are the bane of a translator's life. They sit in
other people's programs, Chr$, and are completely opaque. They cause
the computer to do strange things depending on the code in parenthesis
behind them — but to the uninitiated there is no way of breaking the
code.
Codes 32 to 126, except on Sinclair machines, are usually standard ASCII
codes. Codes above 126 are usually graphics.
The exceptions are the Genie and TRS-80 where codes above 191 are
space-compression codes which cause a number of spaces to be printed,
the number of spaces being found by the formula
number = code -192
These are useful in formatting or in erasing characters no longer wanted
on the screen.
The codes which cause most trouble are those which move the cursor
about and clear parts of the screen. These are covered by the translation
key in table 3. An exception is the TRS80's Chr$(23) which causes
characters printed to become double-sized.
The Apple cursor controls are seldom used in programs as they must be
preceded by the escape character, Chr$(27).

Both games and business programs use extensive screen-formatting
controls to produce a neat appearance. The Chr$(X) controls and spacecompression characters mentioned are part of this formatting but another
essential part is the Print At, or Print @ statement.
These and similar statements cause a character or string of characters to
be printed at a particular position on the screen.
Sinclair machines identify the screen position with two co-ordinates so
that
PRINT AT 3, 7, "#"
prints a hash at row 3 of column 7.
The TRS-80 and Genie identify 1,024 screen positions so, as the screen is
64 characters wide, the same effect is produced by
PRINT @ 3*64 + 7, "# "
Apple owners do not have this facility but do not need it as they can use
VTAB3:HTAB7:PRINT "# "
to produce the same effect. VTab tabulates vertically and HTab tabulates
horizontally.
At this stage readers who own Pets will be wondering what they can do
as their machines do not have this feature. They can use a mixture of
cursor controls and spaces to produce the same effect. For example,
PRINT CHR$(19), CHR$(17), CHR$(17), CHR$(17),"#"
but this is not very elegent so I offer program 3 which provides Pet
owners with a Print @ facility.
This is a Basic program which Pokes a machine-code program into the
second cassette buffer. It should be safe enough there but if you want it
somewhere else, it is relocatable without change. It is written for newROM Pets so users of old-ROM machines should make the following
changes:
Line 100, change 154 to 167
Line 100, change 97 to 179
Line 110, change 97 to 179
Line 110, change 98 to 180
The line
POKE 1, 58:POKE 2,3
is used to initialise the program and then it is used with the statement
X = USR(A):PRINT A$
where A is the screen position and A$ is the string to be printed.
This article started with logical arithmetic and in case you thought you
had seen the last of it I am going to finish with it. A number of
computers, including the Apple and the Pet, have a Wait statement which
is useful. This causes the program execution to halt until some preset
condition is achieved. The state-ment has the form
WAIT X,Y,Z

and the computer will wait until the contents of location X — usually a
port — And Y Exclusive Or Z gives a non-zero result.
It does not matter that this is such a mess because if your machine has
no such function you do not need to understand it — just translate it. If
you have an INP function you can mimic
10 WAIT X,Y,Z
with
10 IF INP(X) = 2 THEN 20:GO TO 10
This function is usually used to halt Basic until some action is taken with
hardware so it can be mimicked with Inkey$ if you have one using the
loop:
100 A$ - INKEY$:IF A$ - ""THEN 100
which causes the machine to halt until a key is pressed or if you do not
have Inkey$ a normal Input will stop Basic until you enter some dummy
value.

Business Time with Kev
Kevin Parker
Well I’m afraid the goliaths of the TRS-80 world aren’t going to get much
air time this issue. It’s not for a lack of trying. I work about 250km from
where I live so there’s not much left of a weekend to do fun stuff before I
have to head back to my Melbourne weekly digs. I think I seriously need
about six months off to get my space into order but all comes to those
who wait as they say.
Despite not being in my shed during the week I do still find a little time
to do some fun stuff and it’s one of those “fun stuffs” that I’ll focus on in
this article. My trade is web and I get to do lots of interesting things in
web dev but its turning those skills to my hobby that I curiously find
relaxing albeit I’d like some more time for it.
There are so many good things about web stuff to do and engage in and
so forth but the thing that really fascinates me is search. I’ve seen and
done some things on the web over the last 20 plus years and in the
search space it may be a surprise to some folk to hear me say that
Google is not the best search engine I’ve seen – it’s really good/popular,
but it’s not the best.
The reasons I say that are many and based on experience deploying one
or two search engines, but it’s the fodder of a seminar that might need to
run about three days such is the true complexity of this.
Initially I turned this fascination with search (or as it turned out, extreme
bravado) to creating a search engine that would exclusively deal with
classic computers. For earlier readers you might recall that while my
primary interest is TRS-80’s, my actual collection of older computers is
quite eclectic. After some testing and experimentation, two things got in
the way of this dream – bandwidth and infrastructure, so I had to
moderate my expectations and narrowed this down to TRS-80’s. That
doesn’t mean I’ve given up on the primary dream. Even narrowing down
the scope still has its challenges.
What I’m going to mainly talk about in this article is Plan C but I’ll touch
on Plan A and Plan B a little first.
Plan A was to deploy a concept search engine – it was and still is “the”
dream and despite some extreme challenges ahead of me Plan A still
remains clear in my sights. I borrowed this from Wikipedia:

“A concept search (or conceptual search) is an automated information
retrieval method that is used to search electronically stored unstructured
text (for example, digital archives, email, scientific literature, etc.) for
information that is conceptually similar to the information provided in a
search query. In other words, the ideas expressed in the information
retrieved in response to a concept search query are relevant to the ideas
contained in the text of the query.”
If that’s a mouthful, in simpler terms it’s about the automatic
classification of information and searching on concepts (or ideas) as
opposed to keywords. For those readers who have used concept engines
you’ll understand the tremendous difference between main stream search
engines and concept engines. It’s the Beta/VHS story in terms of how
main stream search engines have flourished. I suppose it’s the ease of
deployment that might have something to do with it.
I often use this example when talking to someone about the difference
between concept search engines and keyword relevance engines. If I
went to Google and did a search on “apple” Google does not know of I
mean “apple the fruit” or “apple the computer” – but what if it did - then
it might be a concept engine (it’s all about the taxonomy). I must stress
that this over-simplifies the explanation but it’s all about the difference
between searching and finding (they are not the same thing).
I lack a few things here but this is still my preferred option. I’m lacking
infrastructure (Amazon may be an option but requires quite a bit of
research and testing). I have the software but I’m lacking a taxonomy to
drive the software. There are quite a few computer related taxonomies
out there but none deal very well with classic computers so you have to
create one and that is not as easy as it sounds – it’s the bailiwick of a
librarian, a classification expert, to give it some context.
Plan B was to run a locally based indexer and then migrate index files
and the engine to a web server. This was easy in principal but suffered
terribly from bandwidth issues. And then there was the need to regularly
re-crawl sites. I did a huge amount of testing on Plan B with a great deal
of time spent on filter development, exclusion rules, word skips etc. in an
effort to reduce bandwidth overheads but it got too much – some crawls
were taking a day and that’s just for one web site.
Enter Plan C (revision a). There was only one place I could get sufficient
bandwidth and infrastructure to do search - Google. But I wanted it to be
much more than an extension of Google and its advertising juggernaut so
I created The Retro Search (www.theretrosearch.com). For the
observant, as an acronym it’s TRS.

Now it goes without saying that this is work-in-progress (hence its
revision a) but what it does do is start laying the foundation for a very
specialised search engine – that is still my objective. At this stage the
site is driven from Google’s Site Search (not Custom Search). This is
privately funded at this stage.

Typical results from The Retro Search.

At this stage I am including a number of TRS-80 “related” sites in the
index but I am looking for more. If you know of one, or have one, that
may not be included please use the registration form on the site to
submit the site details. Inclusion of sites is moderated of course.
I have established broad range of categories (not in any specific order):

OS (Operating Systems)
Emulators
Documents (document archives)
TRS-80 (exclusively TRS-80 sites)
Editorials (articles appearing in other web sites about TRS-80’s)
History
Collections (sites that deal with computer collections e.g. Digibarn)
Mailing lists (archives such as Classic Computers)
Clones
Games
Co Co
It also goes without saying that category development is an ongoing part
of this project because category development will form the backbone of
any taxonomy development.
So on that note I welcome your constructive feedback on categorisation
and any other aspect of this project. You can either email me on the
address below or use the contact form on The Retro Search.
And remember – if you’re looking for some TRS-80 info, try The Retro
Search at www.theretrosearch.com
Kevin Parker
kevin.parker@trs-80.computer
Kevin is a web specialist and ColdFusion
developer who is very eclectic in his
interests in classic computers but has a
particularly large weakness for TRS-80’s and
black IBMs. He lives in Victoria, Australia
with his collection!

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP
by Ian Mavric
HI-RES GRAPHICS SERIES PART 3:
MICRO-LABS INC. HI-RES GRAPHICS BOARDS
Apart from Radio Shack, Micro-Labs (µLabs) was the main developer of
HRG boards for the TRS-80 Model III, 4 and 4P and this article will
chronicle the development of the µLabs products and why they were
produced they way they were. At times they don't seem to follow a
logical path but stick with me and I'll explain it as simply as I can.
Grafyx Solution 3.2 for the TRS-80 Model III (1982)
Ted Carter from µLabs designed the 80-Grafix HRG for the Model I which
provided a way of displaying hi-resolution images by re-programming the
character generator. The system was complicated to install and use, but
did sell in large enough quantity that when the Model III was released
Ted designed a new board called the Grafyx Solution GX 3.2 for that
system.
Photo: Grafyx Solution GX 3.2 for the TRS-80 Model III

Rather than re-programming the character generator, the Grafyx
Solution used memory mapped addressing of 12Kb high-resolution
memory, providing access to the memory in 2Kb blocks laid over the
normal Model III video display. This provided 512x192 resolution which
was considered satisfactory for the Model III. To support the GX 3.2
µLabs released 5 packages: BizGraph, Draw, MathPlot, 3DPlot, and
Surface Plot which worked well with the performance of the Model III and
the Grafyx Solution's resolution.
Two things would spell the end of the road for the Model III GX 3.2 as a
viable product by early 1983. The Model II HRG board had been released
a couple of months earlier by Radio Shack which had a 640x240
resolution, and shortly after the GX 3.2 was released Radio Shack
released the Model III HRG kit 26-1125 which again featured 640x240
resolution. Tandy had set the standard resolution and so moving forward
further µLabs HRGs would need to be compatible with that specification
to be competitive. Fortunately a few months down the road Radio Shack
was about the release the Model 4 so Ted focussed on what he knew
about the Model 4, and rather than re-designing the Model III Grafyx
Solution for 640x240, looked forward and developed what we know these
days as the GX 4.2 Model 4 Grafyx Solution.
Grafyx Solution 4.2 for the TRS-80 Model 4 - 1983
The Model 4 was released in August 1983 and as mentioned in the last
article, had a handy HRG bus connector right on the motherboard to
upgrade the system to hi-res graphics. Either at the introduction or very
shortly afterward, Radio Shack released the Model 4 HRG which was very
small and gave the standard 640x240 resolution. Radio Shack charged a
lot for their HRG which suited µLabs very well because Ted was sure he
could engineer a superior product based on inexpensive TTL and Static
RAM chips, but still sell it for less than Radio Shack's HRG.
Photo: Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 for the TRS-80 Model 4 Non-Gate Array

What was eventually released was a large board with 23 74LS series TTL
chips and 10 6116 SRAMs, which µLabs called the GX 4.2. By
comparison the RS HRG was tiny with 4 DRAM chips and 8 other various
support logic and graphics generation PAL and Gate Array set. A byproduct of the GX 4.2 was that its bus moved data in proper 8-bit chunks
and not the awkward 2x4bit chunks the RS HRG did, so the operation
was faster and the problem with snow appearing on the screen during
fast graphics manipulation was solved. Ted rationalised that only since
15.3K was needed he installed 20K of graphic memory comprising 10
6116 2K SRAMs, whereas RS used 32K of graphic memory, most of it
unused. Specialised applications would use the extra memory on the RS
HRG for print spoolers and other concepts, which was one downside to
the GX 4.2 but most end-users running standard software would not
notice the difference between the memory sizes on the two boards.
Everything was going great for µLabs who would have been eagerly
awaiting the release of the Model 4P in early 1984. When it arrived one
thing was immediately obvious, the GX 4.2 was too large to fit inside the
4P motherboard cavity. The RS board fits because it was tiny and with
the benefit of hindsight, looks like might have been designed alongside
the M4 HRG it fits that snugly. With no option other than to re-design
the GX 4.2 to fit the 4P, by the middle of 1984 the last version of the
Grafyx Solution was released, the GX 5.1
Grafyx Solution 5.1 for the TRS-80 Model 4P - 1984
Once you have a GX 4.2 and GX 5.1 side by side you notice something
similar, they both have the same components. Not only the same
number of components, but the exact same components. The GX 5.1 is,
simply put, a re-design of the layout of the GX 4.2 to fit inside the
confines of the 4P motherboard cavity.
Photo: Grafyx Solution GX 5.1 for the TRS-80 Model 4P and Gate-Array
Model 4

Not only did the spatial requirements of the HRG change, but also the
way the board derived it's timing from the Model 4 motherboard
changed. On the Model 4 Non-Gate Array a handy signal called DLK_BUF
on Pin 27 of the HRG bus which the GX 4.2 uses. Subsequent Model 4
designs (including both the 4P Non-Gate Array and 4P Gate Array, and
the Model 4 Gate Array and 4D) no longer have this signal on Pin 27,
because as it turns out Radio Shack doesn't use that on their HRG board,
they use Pin 10 on the HRG bus, called DCLK. So it was imperative to
make this change so it would work on the 4P.
What about the TRS-80 Model 4 Gate-Array and 4D?
Finally Ted had a bit of luck on his side with the TRS-80 Model 4 GateArray computer which came along in early 1985 and featured the all-inone motherboard design I've discussed many times in the past. The new
design moved the HRG connector from the lower left-hand side of the
NGA motherboard to the top and roughly in the middle of the GA
motherboard. While there appears to be no imperative to move the HRG
connector from the old position, the new position worked in µLabs favour
as the GX 5.1 could be installed, in it'd current 4P form, in the Model 4
GA and 4D.
This explains why when ordering a Grafyx Solution from µLabs or later on
from CN80 you had to fill in a detailed questionnaire about your system
before sending you your HRG. Not all owners referred to their systems
by the nomenclature we have settled on in the 21st century so µLabs
needed to know in no uncertain terms what your system was beyond a
shadow of a doubt before shipping your Grafyx Solution.
How about buying one on the used market?
Well it's either a no-brainer or presents a bit of a problem, depending on
what you are looking at buying. Radio Shack HRGs are easy, they run in
every Model 4, 4P or 4D. When buying a used Grafyx Solution you need
to identify both your system and whether you are looking at a GX 4.2 or
5.1, and decide whether it will fit in your TRS-80. By the way, there
seems to be a much larger number of GX 4.2s out there than 5.1s.
2015 and the Improved Grafyx Solutions 4.2.1 and 5.1.1
The Grafyx Solution was available from CN80 up until the late 90s. When
CN80 closed it's doors there was no clear indication on where to buy left
over Grafyx Solutions or if they had run out in the lead-up to the closing
down of CN80. So for a while if you wanted a HRG board you needed to
keep an eye out on eBay and buy a used one.

By around 2008 or 9 it was becoming obvious CN80 wasn't coming back,
and if there was a cache of unsold Grafyx Solutions no one had found it.
Looking at the componentry of my Grafyx Solution it was clear that while
it had a large number of parts, all were commonly available and if
someone could reverse engineer the GX 4.2 board then I could build
them. Also around 2010 Mark McDougall had a good attempt at
implementing the HRG in CPLD on a small PCB but the project has been
stalled since 2011. I approached Fred Vecoven for some help and he was
able to reverse engineer the GX 4.2 board and improve it by reducing the
10 20K SRAMs down to a single 32K SRAM. The reduction in chips meant
another part, the 74LS42, was now redundant and could be left out. I
built one up and it worked first time, so I released what we know as
Improved Grafyx 4.2(.1)
Photo: Improved Grafyx 4.2(.1) for the TRS-80 Model 4 Non-Gate Array

It worked well in the Model 4 Non-Gate Array, but when I plugged it into
a Model 4 Gate-Array it wouldn't work, due to the DLK_BUF/DCLK
problem outlined above. Bas Gialopsos from βγ Computing came to the
rescue and in a couple of hours had identified the problem gave a simple
solution which added only 3 wires to the PCB that could be easily added
at the time of construction.
Finally I tried to install one in a 4P and ran into the same problem Ted
did. The penny dropped and it was finally clear why there was two
versions of essentially the same HRG board. I looked into ways to
modify the existing Improved Grafyx 4.2(.1) board to go into the modem
bay on a 4P but it was always going to be a troublesome kludge that had
the potential to short out on the metal chassis so after a few weeks I
decided to do the job properly and make an Improved Grafyx version of
the GX 5.1
This time Pascal Holdry offered to help me out and his work, as always,
was speedy and accurate. After examining what Fred had done with the
4.2(.1) to reduce the chip count Pascal applied the same modification and
prototype PCBs were ordered. Again it worked first time and was ready
to sell to 4P owners shortly afterward. As a side effect, like the GX 5.1, it
also works in the Model 4 Gate-Array and 4D. Both these can be ordered
from my web site: http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/hires/
hires.htm or in the EU from Bas Gialopsos:
http://www.betagammacomputing.com/
Photo: Improved
Grafyx 5.2 for the
TRS-80 Model 4P
and Model 4 GateArray/4D
Next time:
I talk about
software for the
HRG boards. How
good it is, where to
find it and what is
needed to use it.
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com
Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife
and kids in Melbourne, Australia.

Dans l'atelier de Pascal
Pourquoi construire une carte graphique compatible ?
par Pascal Holdry, Paris, France.
L’idée de construire une carte compatible à la carte 26-1125 est venue d’un
courriel de Ira « J’ai une demande pour une carte graphique pour TRS-80 M3
aurais-tu déjà fabriqué une telle carte ? ».
Mon but n’est pas de commercialiser, mais de sauver notre patrimoine numérique.
1) A quoi peut vous servir une carte électronique si vous n’avez
plus le software pour la faire fonctionner, ni de schéma pour l’entretenir ?
2) A quoi peut vous servir un software si vous n’avez plus la carte électronique pour le faire fonctionner ?
Je possédais bien des cartes avec les Copyrights de fabrication Française pour
le TRS-80 M3, mais pour une utilisation exclusive en 50Hz.

Choix de la carte
Je me mis à la recherche de documentations, photos, matériels…etc :
a) une carte avec un copyright industriel de plus de 25 ans.
b) Une carte qui n’était plus commercialisée
c) Une carte susceptible de remplir le cahier des charges.
Mon choix s’arrêta sur les caractéristiques de la carte 26-1125 de
Tandy.

Le plus difficile pour fabriquer une carte est de vérifier sa faisabilité :
1) C’est de réunir toutes les informations (hard et soft)
2) Vérifier si les composants sont encore d’actualités, disponibles pour
des particuliers et/ou peuvent être remplacés par des équivalents.
a) Le crystal de 12,672MHz par le LTC1799CS5
b) Les PAL par des GAL
c) Connecteurs
d) …..etc
3) Vérifier que les composants programmables utilisés sur la carte peuvent être programmés facilement par un particulier
4) Trouver des personnes en mesure de vous aider, conseiller…etc dans
les domaines ou vous avez des lacunes technologiques.
Après plusieurs demandent infructueuses pour obtenir le prêt d’une carte. Je trouvai une seule réponse favorable de Ian Mavric en Australie
pour me prêter et m’envoyer une carte 26-1125 en France.
Sur le Web, je trouvais la documentation, le schéma, et le software de la
carte

Comment construire une carte compatible ?
Dès la réception de la carte, j’examinais la carte et je la testais dans les
moindres détails. Puis il me fallut vérifier que les informations fournies
dans le manuel (en particulier le schéma et les équations) correspondaient bien au PCB de la carte.
Pour cela il n’y a pas de multiples solutions :
1) Utiliser un multimètre, un logiciel de CAO* (TARGET 3001) et redessiner le PCB
a) Vous dessinez le schéma en votre possession sur une CAO
(Target 3001)
b) Vous dessinez et vous placez avec exactitudes en X,Y tous les
composants sur le dessin du PCB de votre CAO (Target 3001).
c) Puis vous tracez les pistes visibles ou invisibles (avec le multimè
tre) entre les pattes des composants et/ou les composants sur le
dessin de PCB de votre CAO (Target 3001).
d) Ainsi vous pouvez créer votre propre schéma. Vous pouvez véri
fier que le schéma en votre possession correspond bien au PCB et
vous pouvez ainsi faire les modifications nécessaires pour la réali
sation de votre carte.

L’Approvisionnement des composants
Une fois ce travail effectué, il faut vérifier que les composants indisponibles qui sont utilisés sur la carte d’origine peuvent être remplacés par
leurs équivalents actuels :
1) Je dessoudais le crystal de 12,672MHz de la carte d’origine pour le
remplacer par un LTC1799CS5 monté sur une plaquette Veroboard et je
vérifiais si cette solution perturbait le fonctionnement de la carte.
2) Avec l’aide d’une Association Néerlandaise, je réécrivais les équations
des PAL pour fonctionner avec des GAL. Puis je vérifiais que ces transcriptions ne perturbaient pas le fonctionnement de la carte d’origine
3) Trouver la raison sur l’utilisation des processeurs graphiques SY68045
ou MC6835 et non l’utilisation du processeur graphique MC6845. Le processeur graphique MC6845 est compatibles pin à pin sauf pour la
pin 3. Le SY68045 ou MC6835 permet par leur pin 3 d’utiliser un programme extérieur pour modifier la configuration du processeur graphique
et permet ainsi un double affichage ou du « sur mesure » (80x24 et
64x16 par exemple), ce que ne permet pas le MC6845 qui sur sa pin 3
utilise l’option crayon optique.
4) Les connecteurs (Alimentation, Entrée vidéo, Sortie Vidéo) sur la carte
26-1125 ne sont plus fabriqués. Mais ils peuvent être remplacés par ceux
-ci (acheté chez Futurlec) :

En retournant mécaniquement de 180° les broches.

5) Le SY68045 est encore vendu 20€ chez certains Brokers, le MC6835
est quasiment introuvable, mais vous pouvez utiliser le Tandy 8041045
utilisé dans les TRS-80 M4 et 4P
6) Les Bproms 82S135 sont les composants les plus difficiles à se procurer vierges et à programmer.
a) La programmation d’un 82S135 n’est pas effaçable (utilisation interne de fusibles qui sont brûlés lors de la programmation)
b) Les programmateurs récents ne supportent plus la programmation des 82S135

c) Les Bproms équivalentes au 82S135 ne sont compatibles que
dans la lecture et mécaniquement. Ces Bproms sont souvent noncompatibles dans l’algorithme de programmation.
4) Les Brokers ne possèdent souvent pas de programmateurs et
vous vendent des 82S135 non-vierges. Donc il vous faut trouver un Broker de confiance qui reprendra ses Bproms en cas où celles-ci ne seraient
pas vierges !!!

La construction du PCB
Une fois tous ces éléments réunis vous pouvez dessiner le nouveau PCB
sur votre CAO (TARGET 3001).
Vous n’avez plus qu’à fabriquer les Gerbers avec votre logiciel CAO et les
envoyer en fabrication (Futurlec per exemple)
Et vous obtenez ceci

La carte Tandy 26-1125

Mécaniquement la carte se place exactement en lieu et place de la carte
Tandy 26-1125 et est totalement compatible pour les connecteurs.
Vous pouvez voir l’espacement au milieu de la carte. Cet espacement
n’est pas anodin, il permet le passage du pied de fixation de la coque supérieur du TRS-80 M3.
Vous ne trouverez plus le crystal celui-ci est remplacé par le LTC1799CS5

Les Réglages
Si la carte Tandy 26-1125 ne nécessitait aucun réglage sur la carte, malheureusement ma carte nécessite un seul réglage avec un fréquencemètre ordinaire.
1) Placez votre fréquencemètre entre la pin 13 de IC1 et la masse. Vous
devez obtenir en tournant la vis de réglage du potentiomètre P1 la fréquence de 12,6723MHz à + ou – 100KHz. La synchronisation vidéo du
moniteur du TRS-80 accepte très bien cette variation.
Attention la stabilité de la fréquence dépend de la qualité du potentiomètre et des deux résistances R1 et R2 (vérifiez leur dérive
en PPM)
2) Comme sur la notice Tandy du Kit 26-1125 vous devez ajuster l’affichage vidéo pour cadrer l’image et obtenir le meilleur compromis entre
l’affichage texte et l’affichage graphique.

Coupure de piste ou Modification
Comme sur le manuel Tandy du Kit 26-1125, vous devez faire cette modification sur votre carte mère du TRS-80 M3

Le Prix de revient
Suivant la provenance des composants les prix varient énormément :
Pour
Pour
Pour
Pour
Pour
Pour

le processeur Graphique : 20€ à 25€ (France, UK)
les deux GAL : 5€ (Occasion de Chine)
les deux Bprom : 20€ à 30€ (France, Germany)
le PCB : 50€ à 70€ (Chine, Asie)
le LTC1799CS5 : 3€ à 15€ ???? (France, Chine)
le reste : 10€ à 20€ (Chine, Asie)

*CAO : Conception Assistée par Ordinateur

In Pascal's Workshop
Why build a compatible graphics card?
by Pascal Holdry, Paris, France.
The idea of building a card compatible with the 26-1125 card came from
an email from Ira "I have a request for a graphics card for TRS-80 M3
have you ever made such a card?".
My goal is not to sell but to save our digital heritage.
1) What can you use a graphics card if you no longer have the
software to make it work, or scheme to maintain it?
2) What can you use software if you do not have the HRG board to
make it work?
I owned many cards with the French manufacturing Copyrights for the
TRS-80 M3, but for exclusive use in 50Hz.
Choice of card
I began looking for documents, photos, materials, etc.:
a) a card with a copyright industrial over 25 years.
b) A card that was not commercialised
c) A card capable of fulfilling the specifications.
My choice fell on the characteristics of the 26-1125 card Tandy.

The biggest difficulty to make a card is to check its feasibility:1) It is to
gather all the information (hard and soft)
2) Check if the components are new yet, available to individual and/or
can be replaced by equivalents.
a. The crystal 12.672MHz with LTC1799CS5
b. PAL by GAL
c. Connectors
d. ... ..etc
3) Check that programmable devices used on the card can be easily
programmed by an individual.
4) Find people able to help you, advise ... etc. in areas where you have
technology gaps.
After several unsuccessful request for the loan of a card, I found one
favorable response from Ian Mavric in Australia to loan me a 26-1125
card, shipped to France. On the Web, I found the documentation, the
pattern and the map software.
How to build a compatible card?
Upon receipt of the card, I examined the map and I was testing in every
detail. Then I had to check that the information provided in the manual
(especially the schematic diagram and PAL equations) corresponded to
the PCB of the card.
For this there are not many solutions:
1) Use a multi-meter, CAD software (like TARGET 3001) and
redesign the PCB
a. You draw the diagram in your possession on a CAD (Target
3001)
b. You draw and you place with accuracies in X, Y all
components on the PCB design of your CAD (Target 3001).
c. Then you draw the visible and invisible tracks (with the multimeter) between the legs of the components and/or
components in the drawing in your CAD PCB (Target 3001).
d. So you can draw your own pattern. You can verify that the
diagram in your possession corresponds to the PCB so you
can make the modifications necessary for the implementation
of your card.
The components Supply
Once this works, check that the unavailable components that are used on
the original card can be replaced by their current equivalents:
1) I de-soldered the crystal of the original card 12.672MHz to
substitute a LTC1799CS5 Veroboard mounted on a plate and I checked if
this solution disrupted the operation of the card.

2) With the help of a Dutch Association I revised PAL equations to
work with GAL. Then I checked that these transcripts not disrupted the
operation of the original map.
3) Find the right on the use of graphics processors SY68045 and not
the MC6835 and MC6845. The MC6845 graphics processor is pin to pin
compatible except for the pin 3. The MC6835 enables SY68045 on their
pin 3 using an external program to change the configuration of the
graphics processor, enabling dual display or "custom" ( 80x24 and 64x16
for example) that does not allow the MC6845 which on its pin 3 uses the
light pen option.
4) Connectors (Power, Video Input, Video Output) 26-1125 on the
card are no longer manufactured. But they may be replaced by these
(purchased from Futurlec):

Returning mechanically 180° pins.

5) The SY68045 is still sold for about € 20 if you look around. The
MC6835 is virtually unobtainable, but you can use the Tandy 8041045
used in TRS-80 and M4 and 4P.
6) 82S135 Bproms are the most difficult components to obtain virgin and
un-programmed.
a. Programming a 82S135 is not erasable (internal use fuses which
are burned during programming)
b. Recent programmers no longer support programming 82S135
c. The Bproms equivalent to 82S135 are compatible only in reading
and mechanically. These Bproms are often not compatible in the
programming algorithm.
d. The sellers of 82S135 often do not have programmers and sell
you non-virgin 82S135. So you need to find a seller who will refund
the Bproms in case they are not virgins !!!

The construction of the PCB
Once all these elements together you can draw on your new PCB CAD
(TARGET 3001).
You just have to make the Gerbers with your CAD software and send
manufacturing (Futurlec, for example)
And you get this:

The original Tandy 26-1125

The card is placed exactly in the place of the Tandy 26-1125 card and is
fully compatible with connectors.
You can see the space in the middle of the card. This spacing is not
trivial, it allows the passage of the mounting foot of the upper hull of the
TRS-80 M3.
You will not find the crystal as it has been replaced by the LTC1799CS5.

The Settings
The Tandy 26-1125 card required no adjustment on the PCB,
unfortunately my card requires a single control with a regular frequency.
1) Place your frequency counter between pin 13 of IC1 and ground. By
turning the potentiometer adjustment screw P1 you need to get a
frequency 12.6723MHz to +/ - 100KHz. Video synchronization TRS-80
monitor accepts this change very well.
Warning stability of the frequency depends on the quality of the
potentiometer and two resistors R1 and R2 (check their drift PPM).
2) As per the Tandy 26-1125 Kit instructions you need to adjust the
video display to frame the picture and get the best compromise between
displaying text and graphic display.
Changing track or cut
As the Tandy manual 26-1125 Kit, you must make this change on your
M3's motherboard:

Costs and approximate Prices
Accordingly the source component prices vary widely:
For
For
For
For
For
For

the Graphic Processor: 20 € to 25 € (France, UK)
both GAL: € 5 (China)
both BPROM: 20 € to 30 € (France, Germany)
the PCB: 50 € to 70 € (China, Asia)
LTC1799CS5: € 3 to € 15 ???? (France, China)
the rest: 10 € to 20 € (China, Asia)

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4D?
Then you simply must have the

"Improved Grafyx Resolution
Solution!"

-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth
-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4, Gate-Array Model 4, or 4D
-4P version is just around the corner - stay tuned!
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK
Order yours today exclusively from:
UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com
Rest of the world: http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/hires/hires.htm

Model II Operating Systems
(in chronological order)
Peter Cetinski
TRSDOS Model II Version 1.1/1.2
The original Model II Z80 operating system which was released with the
first Model II in 1978. Supports SSDD 8” floppy drives only. Was replaced
by 2.0 fairly quickly.
TRSDOS 2.0
The second OS release for the Model II probably circa 1979. Many bug
fixes and enhancements over TRSDOS 1.1/1.2 but they are completely
incompatible formats. Referred to as 2.0a once 2.0b became available.
TRS-80 Model II Disk Operating System Reference Manual
TRSDOS 2.0b
Released with the Model 16 in 1982 with support for the Thinline Tandon
848 drives. Otherwise the same as 2.0a.
TRSDOS 2.0d
This was an officially unreleased TRSDOS 2.0 version that supported both
the SSDD Model II and the DSDD Thinline Model 12/16 drives.
TRSDOS HD
There are references to TRSDOS-HD in the Model 16 documentation set
but I have never seen it and not sure if it ever was released. It may be a
moniker for TRSDOS II 4.0.
TRSDOS II 4.0
Completely new third Model II OS with HD support. This release actually
requires a hard drive adapter because the OS requires 64k + 16K (found
on the HDA). The hard drive needed to be initialized with the Hard Disk
Initialization System which ran under TRSDOS 2.0.
TRSDOS-II Reference Manual
TRSDOS II 4.1
Introduced with the Model 16. Added support to bootstrap the new
TRSDOS-16. OS could now use 16k from the 68000 memory on a Model
16 so it did not require a HDA on these machines.

TRSDOS-16
First 16 bit operating system released for the Model 16. Uses TRSDOS II
4.1 as a boot loader. Makes extensive use of TRSDOS || 4.1 under the
covers. The most hybrid and hence most complicated and hence most
problematic Tandy OS released.
TRSDOS-16 Disk Operating System
TRSDOS II 4.2
Introduced with the Model 12. The OS could now also use the additional
16K from the B design machine's motherboard so it did not require a
HDA on these machines. There were many iterations of 4.2.x which
supported different combinations of HD adapters and controllers.
TRSDOS II 4.3
Added Arcnet support.
TRS-XENIX 1.x
Released for the Model 16 after Tandy realized TRSDOS-16 was a flop.
Licensed from Microsoft.
TRS-Xenix Operations Guide
TRS-XENIX 3.x
Released for the Model 6000. Requires the 8Mhz 68000 CPU board found
in the 6000. The 6Mhz board in the 16B can be upgraded to 8Mhz
according to Tech Bulletin 12/16B:044.
CP/M
Lifeboat CP/M
P&T CP/M 2.2
P&T CP/M 2 User's Manual
Aton CP/M
CP/M-68K

A 68000 version of CP/M that runs on the 68K subsystem in the TRS-80
that requires any one of the z80 CP/M 2 operating systems to be
installed. It is similar to TRSDOS-16 in that it uses the underlying 8-bit
operating system as a boot loader and I/O system. A very interesting
feature is that you can switch between z80 CPM and 68k CPM and back
without losing the 68k context.
TriSoft CP/M-68K TRS-80 User's Guide
CP/M Plus
Tandy badged version of CP/M 3 from DRI. It supported bank switching
on the Model 12/16B/6000 so could utilize 128K of z80 memory if the
machine was upgraded appropriately. See Tech Bulletin 12/16B:18.
Non-Tandy Other
LS-DOS 6.3.1A
Compatible with the Model 4 version of LS-DOS 6.3.1. Can also utilize the
optional additional z80 64K on the main logic board on the 12/16B/6000.
See details below. Can be downloaded here.
DOSPLUS II

The BEST in TRS-80s
Call The Right Stuff

Ask for Ian
The number is +61 416 184 893
That's The Right Stuff
And he's in Melbourne

http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/

In this is

sue of

LOOKING FOR FAST,
INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS
STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80
MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D?
The amazing

"FreHD"

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive!
-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5)
-Uses SD card for storage medium
-Bonus free Real Time Clock function!
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia
-Kit form or fully assembled
Order yours today:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/emulator
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10 REM XMAS0904/BAS
20 CLEAR500
30
M$="MERRYXMASMERRYXMASMERRYXMASMERRYXMASMERRYXMASMER
RYXMASMERRYXMASMERRYXMASMERRYXMAS"
40 GOSUB 220
50 READ S
60 IF S=0 GOSUB 160
70 READ L
80 T$=MID$(M$,S,L)
90 X=PEEK(VARPTR(P$)+1)+PEEK(VARPTR(P$)+2)*256
100 REM THIS AND THE NEXT LINE ARE NOT NEEDED ON 16K SYSTEMS
110 IF X>32767 THEN X=X-65536
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350

FOR Y=1TOL
POKE X+S+Y,ASC(MID$(T$,Y,1))
NEXT Y
GOTO 50
LPRINT P$
GOSUB220
READ S
IFS=0THENLPRINTP$:READS
IF S=99 THEN END
RETURN
P$=STRING$(81,32)
RETURN
DATA 10,5,0,6,10,0,5,11,0,6,11,25,4,0,4,14,24,6,0
DATA 3,16,23,9,0,4,15,23,10,0,3,7,11,8,23,11,0
DATA 3,6,11,8,22,12,0,2,6,11,9,21,14,0,7,1,13,7,22,13,0
DATA 7,1,13,6,21,15,0,7,1,13,5,21,16,0,6,5,16,1,21,16,0
DATA 4,8,16,1,22,6,29,7,0,3,10,16,1,22,6,29,7,0
DATA 3,11,16,1,22,2,29,1,32,4,0,2,12,16,1,22,1,29,1,0
DATA 2,12,16,1,29,1,0,1,14,16,1,29,1,0,1,17,29,1,0
DATA 1,18,25,8,0,1,20,24,10,0,2,19,23,12,0
DATA 2,19,23,12,0,3,18,23,13,0,4,31,0,5,30,0,9,27,0
DATA 10,26,0,10,12,23,12,0,10,12,24,10,0,11,10,24,9,0
DATA 12,8,25,8,0,13,6,26,6,0,15,3,27,4,0
DATA 99

£

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP:

"SOLE" EXPLAINED
LDOS 5.3.1 DOUBLE DENSITY BOOTING ON THE MODEL 1

by Ian Mavric
History: The Model 1 was released as a single density disk system which
held around 90K of information per disk, and that was reasonably good
for 1978. A couple of years later the Model III was released which had
double density disk drives and virtually all other computers released
since 1980 had double density disk drives. Double density disks on the
Model III held 184K of information, and this was carried over to the
Model 4. Only the last TRS-80, the 4D, had double-sided double-density
disk drives which hold 360K, co-incidentally the same amount as an 80s
IBM PC or compatible. Around 1980 a company called Percom made an
adapter to upgrade the Model 1 to double density and it sold well, so
there were a number of imitators. Even Tandy, by 1982, produced their
own double density adapter (it carried Cat. No. 26-1143). These
doublers, as they became known, could connect to newer disk drives,
and with the new generation of sophisticated DOSes on the market
(Newdos/80 2.0, LDOS 5.1.4, and Multidos, to name a few) and have
184K, 360K or even up to 720K storage per diskette (if you added
expensive 80-track disk drives). For a disk system designed in late1977/early-1978 the Model 1 could be easily upgraded to keep up with
the capacity of much newer systems right into the early 90s.
LDOS: In 1982 several interesting things happened in the TRS-80
marketplace. The Model III had taken over from the Model 1 as its
mainstay of the small micro market, however many Model 1 systems
were already installed and people often needed to transfer data between
the two. Tandy also released the 5Mb hard drive for the Model III and
decided to make it backwardly compatible with the Model 1, so a hard
disk operating system was needed. Tandy literature calls it HDOS but we
know it was LDOS 5.1.3, and it was released for both the Model 1 and
III. The versatility of LDOS also meant Tandy thought it worthwhile to
sell it as LDOS for the Model 1 or III floppy systems (ie. systems without
a hard drive) and that would handy if you had, say, two TRS-80s but only
one had a hard drive - transferring disks between the two was easy.
Finally in 1982 Tandy released the 26-1143 doubler which if you ran
LDOS, you could also read and write to Model III disks, so that solved the
data transportability problem between the Model 1 and III.

RDUBL: A program on LDOS 5.1.3 for the Model 1 was called RDUBL
which is the double density driver for the Tandy doubler. If you knew
who to ask you could also get PDUBL which was the driver for a Percom
doubler. It allowed you to format and used double density data disks but
the system disk needed to remain a single density disk, as a Model 1
even with a doubler, could still only boot a single density disk. Roy
Soltoff from Misosys came up with a solution to the booting problem,
which was to format a double density disk, but then re-format track 0 in
single density, so the Model 1 could boot that disk. It worked on LDOS
5.1.3 and 5.1.4, as was eventually included with LDOS.
1991: LDOS 5.3.1 came long in 1991 for both the Model 1 and III, as
well as LS-DOS 6.3.1 for the Model 4. Roy developed them concurrently
and released them at the same time as an upgrade for LDOS 5.1.3/4
(Model 1 and III) and TRSDOS 6.2 (Model 4) owners into a unified file
structure, consistent command set across platforms, extended date
timeframe, as well as bunch of other bug fixes. He also took the
opportunity to streamline the doubler support and SOLE application so it
differs markedly from the previous arrangement. When you first
encounter it the new process can be confusing, so I'll explain it to you
now.
FDUBL - retiring RDUBL/PDUBL: It turned out that there is only a
handful of bytes different between the old PDUBL and RDUBL, so it made
sense to combine them into a single program which is called FDUBL. You
simply type FDUBL<Enter> if you have Tandy's doubler, or FDUBL
(PERCOM)<Enter> if you have a Percom or any other doubler.
FORMAT :x (SYSTEM) - retires SOLE1: SOLEing used to be a two step
process (well, technically it still is) where you would format your double
density disk, then run SOLE1 to reformat track 0 in single density. This
has been simplified into the FORMAT command by adding (SYSTEM)
qualifier to the end. It formats the disk in double density then at the last
moment, reformats track 0 single density.
SOLE/CMD - retires SOLE2: once you have copied your operating system
to the new double density disk using the BACKUP (Q=N) command you
needed to finally run SOLE2 which copied some instructions into the boot
sector on track 0. It's still needed, but now its renamed SOLE and has
some minor internal difference to the old SOLE2 program, but does the
same thing.

HOW TO MAKE A DOUBLE DENSITY BOOTING DISK
USING THE SOLE PROCESS:

1. Boot your Model I using a plain LDOS 5.3.1 disk which has the
programs FDUBL, FORMAT, BACKUP, and SOLE on it. Load up the double
density driver by typing FDUBL (PERCOM)<Enter> or if you have Tandy's
26-1143 doubler, just type FDUBL<Enter>. Since my system has a
Percom doubler, my screen looks like this:

2. Insert a disk you want for become your LDOS 5.3.1 double density
master into drive one and issue the command FORMAT :1 (SYSTEM)
<Enter>. It's important to include the (SYSTEM) qualifier as this will
reformat track 0 in single density when the formatting is finished:

3. Give the disk a name, I used LD531DD, a password if you like, select
Double Density, but only choose 1 sided formatting as SOLE still doesn't
work on double sided boot disks... even if your drive is a double-sided
one like mine, you are limited to single-sided operation on the boot
floppy. 40 tracks will give you 180K of storage:

4. One completed you will see it go back and format track 0 in single
density and verify it:

5. We then want to copy all our system, invisible, and normal files over
to the newly formatted disk, and this is best accomplished with the
command: BACKUP :0 :1 (S,I,NEW,Q=N)<Enter> which is LDOS lingo for
copy every file from :0 to :1, one file at a time, including system and
invisible files, but only if they don't already exist, and don't just copy
them without asking if the user wants to copy each individual file.

6. We need to place the sole on the boot, which basically updates some
of the coding on track 0 and the directory track. Simply type:
SOLE :1<Enter>

7. Finally we need to save our system configuration otherwise all the
previous steps are for naught. If you were to try to boot the disk now it
would indeed boot, but issuing any command like DIR or DEVICE just
results in the system locking up. Type SYSTEM (SYSGEN,DRIVE=1)
<Enter> and you are done:

8. You can now remove the disk drive 1, put it in drive 0, and press
reset. LDOS will boot in the normal manner, however when you ask for a
DIRectory notice how the disk is now a 40D1 (up from a 35S1) and the
Free= shows a total capacity of 180K:

To finish off you can copy the contents of the LDOS 5.3.1 Xtras disk and
a few of your favourite utilities onto the system disk for faster loading.
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com
Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife
and kids in Melbourne, Australia.

Problem sorting - edge connectors
Bob Roberts
There seems to be a lot of PCBs today that have the edge pads burnt
right off. Pac boards seem to be the most vulnerable due to the less than
adequate edge connectors that were utilized in the cabs, but there are
many others, as well. I'm asked frequently how I repaired them over the
years & of all the ways that I accomplished this repair, I believe this one
to be the ugliest, but yet the best as far as longevity goes. I used less
invasive methods whenever possible, but when you have something at
least as bad as the one pic'd below, it is somewhat of a necessity.

As you can see, the pads on the parts side of the board at power entry
points are pretty much disintegrated :-( This is the board that you will
sometimes see an op's handy work on. I'm sure you have seen them
jumpered with something like lamp cord soldered directly to the board &
spliced into the harness... or worse :-( I suppose it was better than file
13, and perhaps my method isn't much better, but it is easy to maintain
& is still plug n play.

The solder side of the board didn't fair any better than the parts side.
I've seen them before with this little corner completely burnt off & some
that were so charred that someone had cut them off with a saw.

The first thing to do is to is to get as much of the carbon residue off the board as
possible & I normally use a Scotbrite pad for this. Depending on how corroded the
rest of the pads are, I either use the Scotebrite gently to bring back the shine or an
eraser if they are in decent shape. If an eraser is used you should make sure your
eraser residue falls away from the board. Many times I've seen socketed chips that
were assumed bad actually being the victims of this non-conducting residue! An air
compressor will usually remove any loose debris, but sometimes forces it into a
crevice where you really didn't want it. K... all cleaned up & ready to move on.

Time to slip a 22/44 solder eyelet connector over the pads in much the same way
as making adaptor bds. The type 3 fingerboard in the connector is going to become
your new edge... a replaceable one in the future, if need be. Tack it in place, check
to see if it is perpendicular & then finish soldering it to all the pads that are still
there.

Now it's time to bridge those gaps where the pads are missing. Take a piece of
18ga wire & tin about 3/4" of it, solder the end to the connector SE & then lay it
down onto the remains of the old pad, solder & clip off the wire. Repeat for each
missing pad.

Like I said, it's ugly, but it is a permanent way to save a badly damaged board.

In Mav's History Workshop:
80micro PROGRAMS FOR YOUR HI-RES
MODEL III or 4
Ian Mavric
80micro magazine featured some fantastic programs over the years,
among its usual all-things-TRS-80 coverage, as people wrote and
submitted programs in BASICG, 80micro printed them and they are a
valuable, but somewhat forgotten, treasure trove of free interesting
programs for owners of TRS-80s with HRGs fitted. This article aims to go
chronologically through the issues and point out the 80micro articles, so
you can go directly to the magazine issue and read up or type them in.
At some point in the future I may make them available for download
from my web site.
(I've also included reviews of the HRG boards from the time as they
make interesting reading, even today.)

January 1983 (Issue #36)
The Grafyx Solution
First review of the Model III
Grafyx Solution board (GX 3.2)
which would be the first version
of what would go on to become
the GX 4.2 and 5.1 for the Model
4. The review talks about the
graphics commands in GBASIC
and also how to install the board.
The GX 3.2 board gets 4 out of 5
stars.

October 1984 (Issue #57)

Serious Graphics for the
Model 4
On page 185 we find the first review
of the Radio Shack HRG board (261126) for the Model 4.

February 1985 (Issue #61)

Draftman's Delight

April 1985 (Issue #63)
Clear-Cut Trends
Draws the usual line and bar graphs
and allows you to load and save
them, as well as print them on your
dotty. If you have been using the
regular 128x48 low resolution block
graphics to draw line and bar graphs
then you are in for a real treat with
this. It works on the Model III or 4
with BASICG.

May 1985 (Issue #64)

Fractals In Focus:
Draws fractals slowly in BASICG on
the Model III or 4. Again its based
on a prior low resolution graphics
routine (this time from a previous
80micro issue) which has been
modified for use on the highresolution screen. The execution is
slow but the results are impressive.

September 1985 (Issue #68)

Drawing In Detail
A MacPaint clone high-resolution
drawing program which is written in
BASICG and works well. In fact surprisingly well. It allows you to: draw
Lines, paint sections in 16 patterns,
mix text and graphics, manipulate
geometric shapes, cut and paste,
save screens to disk or print them on
a Radio Shack printer, erase the
screen pixel by pixel or in blocks.

November 1985 (Issue #70):

The Grafyx Solution:
On page 119 we find a short and
sweet review of the Grafyx Solution
for the Model 4. Again it gets 4 out
of 5 stars.

December 1985 (Issue #71)
Window Screens
On page 58 is a tutorial which shows
how to use the VIEW and VIEWPORT
commands in BASICG to mix text and
graphic windows for pull-down menus,
essentially showing a simple way to
implement usable windows on the TRS
-80. The demonstrations shown are
easy to learn and impressive
considering they are written in Basic
not assembly.

Rembrandt Redux
On page 76 is an article which show
how to make Rembrandt MacPaint
Clone (from September 1985, above)
work better with TRSDOS 1.3 and
print to Epson printers.

March 1986 (Issue # 74)

Points of View
Tutorial article about incorporating
2D and 3D rotating images into
your BASICG programs. Provides
several algorithms to twist and turn
shapes on screen. Works on the
Model III or 4.
Enjoy your winter with some
reading and typing in hi-res
program listings!
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

£

In Mav's Workshop:
SOFTWARE FOR YOUR HIGH RESOLUTION
MODEL 4
by Ian Mavric
Now that you've bought your HRG board or are thinking about getting
one, the question of what is it good for and was much software written
for it? The HRG boards were an expensive option back in the 1980s so
you could be led to believe they sold so few of them that no one developed software to take advantage of the board. Certainly this is the case
of the Model II graphics option, apart from the original disk with some
extra graphics-related commands added to BASIC, I am not aware of any
commercial HRG software for the Model II.
The Model III fares a little better in that more software was released for
it, however the small memory and low clock speed of the computer
meant that many of the programs were relatively unsophisticated. MicroLabs produced the first collection of Model III HRG programs for use on
their GX 3.2 (512x192) HRG and these were among the first to be sold in
large numbers to run on the Model 4 (in Model III mode) and instead of
using 640x240 they just used 512x192 so the graphics screen appeared
squashed up into the top left-hand corner of the screen.
When the Model 4 came along, as well as Tandy's cheaper (relative to the
Model II and III) HRG board, a competitive aftermarket HRG board (the
GX 4.2 and later the GX 5.1), higher clock speed and more memory
made a better platform for HRG software development. For the rest of
this article I'm going to discuss some of the more sophisticated HRG programs which took full advantage of the Model 4's capabilities and most
were available from Computer News 80. Where possible I'll include period adverts from old magazines.

ANSITerm 4 by Richard VanHouten
Unlike regular terminal programs for the TRS-80 like Fastterm, MAL and
ST80C, ANSITerm uses the hi-res graphics to display the complete Ansi
character set which was used by the IBM PC in the 1980s. While this
may seem somewhat pedantic, the fact was that by the late 1980s virtually all BBS services ran on PCs and used Ansi and Avatar codes to draw
character based graphics on the screen. If you used a TRS-80 to dial
these bulletin boards you could read the text but the graphics came up as
a jumbled mess. Ansiterm made using BBSes a real pleasure.

NOTE: AnsiTerm works on the Tandy HRG as well as the GX 4.2 and 5.1,
it also works on my Improved Grafyx 4.2.1 and 5.1.1, you just need to
apply a patch, which is downloadable from my hi-res web page, along
with the AnsiTerm 4 program itself.

POST MASTER by David P. Miller
Many of us used Print Shop on the Apple IIe computer in high school and
even for some people a long time after that. PostMaster, from 1990, is
David P. Millers TRS-80 Model 4 version of that program and it works
well. It still a useful program even these days if you have a Tandy dot
matrix and need to print disk labels, this program is fantastic. It was
sold through CN80, which also marketed a series of font and border disks
for Post Master, and as I acquire those I'm intending to put them on my
site for download, if there is enough interest.

xT.CAD - COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING FOR THE
MODEL III AND 4
T.CAD was an ambitious early attempt at a power CAD package for the
Model III which took full advantage of the Model III HRG. It was also
slow, expensive, powerful, difficult to operate, and not a big seller. Unperturbed, the authors developed the program further when the Model 4
came along and it became much more usable taking advantage of the increased speed and 128K memory of the expanded Model 4. It was an
extended version of T.CAD and so naturally they named it xT.CAD
Although best appreciated with a 128K Model 4 with a mouse, it can be
used interestingly down to a 48K Model III in a very limited capacity.
Microdex, the writers of xT.CAD discovered a mouse would make CAD a
big deal in the next decade as using a mouse made programs in general
easier to use, and CAD specifically. So they produced a strange mouse
adapter which plugged into the 50-pin I/O bus on the TRS-80, and allowed connection to a Colour Computer mouse. By the end of the decade
serial interfaced mice were the norm and since most TRS-80 Model IIIs
and 4s had a serial port (or if they didn't, one could be added easily and
cheaply), serial mouse support was added.

MagicDRAW by David Goben
Released in 1993, one of the last - if not the last - hi-res programs for
the Model 4 was MagicDRAW by David Goben, and it was a great piece of
software which took advantage of all the performance of the Model 4, so
required 128K memory in addition to the hi-res board, and a 3-button serial mouse and requisite adapters to connect it to the serial port. You
also need a serial mouse driver which was available from CN80 as was
the MagicDRAW program itself. What you do have when you get all this
equipment together is one of the most amusing, functional and entertaining programs of it's type, which does a great job of showing off the dated
capabilities of the Z80 8-bit platform.

MagicDRAW pays homage to drawing type programs which generally
started with MacPaint on the original 128K Macintosh. Talented programmers found that you didn't need the 16-bit processing of the 68000 in
the Mac, and so MacPaint 8-bit look-alikes were released on many platforms including Apple II (MousePaint), TRS-80 Colour Computer
(CocoMax), Commodore 64 (GeosPaint). From this perspective MagicDRAW fantastically shows how clever programming and extensive understanding of the hardware's capabilities can result in some stunning programs.

GRAPHICS EXTENSIONS TO BASIC LANGUAGES
Radio Shack's HRGs:
Do a job, do it well and do it once. As applied to the Tandy HRGs for the
Model II, III and 4 (cat. nos. 26-4152, 26-1125, 26-1126) Radio Shack
had the programmers add eleven commands to the standard BASIC language supplied with those HRGs. The commands are: CIRCLE, CLS, GET,
LINE, PAINT, POINT, PRESET, PUT, SCREEN, VIEW, VIEWPORT. It means
that if you write a Basic program on the Model II, it will also work on the
Model III and 4 since the commands and screen resolution are the same.
They called this version of the language BASICG. For most programming
requirements these work adequately well, and many people wrote programs in BASICG which appeared in 80micro.

Micro-Labs HRGs:
Since Tandy set the standard for HRG on the TRS-80 by releasing it's
products first, µLabs added even more commands to their Basic language
and imaginatively named its version GBASIC. This comprised of 19 new
commands: &ON, &OFF, &CLS, &MODE, &PLOT, &POINT, &LINE, &REV,
&LPRINT, &BOX, &CIRCLE, &FILL, &SAVE, &LOAD, &POS, &RESET, &GET,
& PUT, &USING.

MultiDOS:
Vernon Hester's highly regarded operating system was continually improved over its lifetime and even the Basic language extended with support for the Grafyx Solution cards. BASICH (a.k.a Hi-Res Basic) featured
many new commands, most starting with HR: HR, HRCLS, HRDEF,
HRPOINT, HRL, HRB, HRC, HRF, HRG, HRN, HRGET, HRPUT, HRSAVE,
HRLOAD, HRPRINT, EX1, EX2, WHY1, WHY2, COLOR, REV, TPLOT,
NRMTX, SCOLR, HRESO, HPONT, JDEF, JBOX, JLINE, PRESS, JTXT, JRES.
It was a great upgrade of Basic and Vernon was rightly proud of it:

Next time: Hi-res software for the Model III
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4D?
Then you simply must have the

"Improved Grafyx Resolution
Solution!"

-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth
-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4, Gate-Array Model 4, or 4D
-4P version is just around the corner - stay tuned!
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK
Order yours today exclusively from:
UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com
Rest of the world: http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/hires/hires.htm

The BEST in TRS-80s
Call The Right Stuff

Ask for Ian
The number is +61 416 184 893
That's The Right Stuff
And he's in Melbourne

http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/

